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This report presents a simulation program for the flow of data through 
the Data Management System for Spacelab and Shuttle. Included are the science, 
engineering, command and guidance, navigation and control data. The pro­
gramming language used was General Purpose Simulation System V (OS). The
 
science and engineering data flow was modeled from its origin at the experi­
ments and subsystems to transmission from Space Shuttle. Command data flow 
was modeled from the point of reception onboard and from the CDMS Control 
Panel to the experiments and subsystems. The GN&C data flow model handled 
data between the General Purpose Computer and the experiments and subsystems.
 
Mission 18 was the particular flight chosen for simulation. First, the general
 
structure of the program is presented, followed by a user's manual. Inputs
 
required to make runs are discussed followed by identification of the output
 
statistics. The appendices contain a detailed model configuration, program
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One of the many facets of the developmental phase of Space Shuttle
 
involves design of the Shuttle/Spacelab Data Management System. This
 
design effort must necessarily include two separate but interdependent
 
foci. Of initial interest is the design of the total data management
 
system and the capability of the specified system to service data manage­
ment functions over a broad spectrum of mission profiles. As the system
 
design emerges, the emphasis turns to the problem of individual component
 
or hardware design. The Space Shuttle Data System Simulator (SSDSS) de­
scribed in this report has been designed to provide analytical capability
 
both from the system design and hardware design standpoint.
 
The task facing the data management system designer is a considerable
 
one. There is, for example, the problem of.the tremendous volume of data
 
that must be managed during a typical mission. This problem of volume is
 
complicated by the diverse types of data that must be managed -- scientific
 
measurements and recordings, control, command and various other kinds of
 
data. Furthermore there are complex interrelationships among the several
 
types of data that must be considered. This complex volume of data must
 
be input to an intricate system of data processing equipment and the whole
 
affair linked to ground stations through available communication networks.
 
Thus, the designer must be aided in the design effort by methodologies
 
sufficiently suited to this difficult analytical task.
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The SSDSS was developed to provide the data system designer with
 
analytical capability for assessing the ability of a specified system
 
configuration to efficiently manage the data generated by a given mission
 
profile. Several simulator characteristics were considered essential in
 
developing SSDSS. Since many shuttle missions are anticipated, it was
 
determined that the simulator should not be mission specific, that is,
 
be capable of handling a variety of mission profiles. It was
that it 
also decided that the simulator should provide the system designer with 
a ready tool for conducting trade studies -- for analyzing the impact of 
altering selected design variables. Finally, it was felt that the simulator 
should be as-user oriented as possible -- that individuals might use the 
program without having an intimate understanding of the programming language
 




SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 18
 
The SSDSS was initially developed using the data profile of Shuttle
 
Mission 18 [11 as input. Mission 18 is a multi-discipline, 168 hour Space­
lab mission tentatively scheduled for November 1, 1980. The broad objective
 
of this mission is to provide an environment for development and evaluation
 
of instrumentation, equipment, and techniques which will subsequently be
 




The operational phase of Mission 18 will include performance of one
 
Earth observation experiment, nine Earth and Ocean Physics experiments, and
 
deployment of two Mini-Laser Ranging Satellites (Mini-LAGEOS). These experi­
ments together with Shuttle flight maneuvers create the bulk of data that
 
must be accomodated by the Shuttle data management system.
 
2.2 DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
 
Figure I is a schematic diagram of the data management system of the
 
Spacelab and Shuttle. Experiments are depicted by Block 1. Block 2 repre­
sents experiment remote acquisition units (RAU's) which interface the experi­
ments with the data system. There is a similar configuration between Spacelab
 
and the data system with Block 14 depicting the subsystem
subsystems, Block 13, 

RAU's. The system includes three computers and associated input/output devices:
 
































Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of Space Shuttle Data Management System 
the subsystem computer system; and Blocks 18 and 19 depict the general
 
purpose computer (GPC). The system includes three recording devices:
 
high rate recorder, Block 5; variable rate recorder, Block 6; and a loop
 
maintenance recorder, Block 9. Also included are three signal processors;
 
the F.M. signal processor, Block 10; the network signal processor, Block
 
11; and the K.U. band signal processor, Block 12. As the diagram indicates,
 
the F.M. and network signal processors are linked through ground tracking
 
stations while the K.U. band signal processor is linked through the Tracking
 
and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS). Finally, the system includes cer­
tain miscellaneous items of equipment: the payload data interleaver, Block
 
7; the data acquisition control and buffer unit (DACBU), Block 8; the multi­




Four different types of data are processed by the system: science,
 
engineering, command and guidance, navigation and control. Science data
 
generated by the experiments is input to the system at Block 1 and is pro­
cessed thru some prescribed combination of equipment prior to transmission.
 
Engineering data, from monitoring of experiments and subsystems, enters the
 
system at either Block 1 or Block 12 and is processed through the appropriate
 
computer system, Blocks 3 and 4 or Blocks 15 and 16; the payload data inter­
leaver, Block 7; and the DACBU, Block 8, prior to transmission. Command
 
data is transmitted to the Shuttle either through groundlinks or TDRSS and is
 
received by the appropriate signal processor, Blocks 11 or 12. Command data
 
originating onboard enters the system through the CDMS control panel. Guidance,
 
Navigation and Control data (GN&C) enters the system either at the experiments
 











The SSDSS was developed in IBM's General Purpose Simulation System V
 
(GPSS),'a special purpose simulation language. The major advantage of using
 
a special purpose language for a project of this nature rather than a general
 
purpose language such as FORTRAN is programming efficiency. Also, GPSS is
 
quite widely used, thus anyone who is at all familiar with simulation would
 
probably have at least limited exposure to GPSS.
 
Some general characteristics about the program are reflected in Figure
 
2. The core requirement and CPU time required for simulating the entire 168
 




The SSDSS simulation uses a unit of time of one hundredth of an hour or
 
36 seconds. This time period was chosen to give the greatest possible reso-­
lution of data flow details, yet still be able to complete an entire mission
 




Because of the complexity of the data management system, the GPSS
 
software program has been structured into a modular format consisting of
 
9 divisions, called modules. Certain modules are logically subdivided into
 
parts, i.e. Part 1, Part 2.... Figure 3 shows the nine programs modules
 





o INPUT TAPE FOR EXPERIMENT SCHEDULES 
" GPSS INSTRUCTIONS
 
* DEFINITIONS, INITIALIZATION: 700
 
* GPSS STATEMENTS: 1600
 
o REPORT MODULE: 200
 




* CORE REQUIREMENT: 228K 
* CPU TIME: 41 MINUTES
 
* EXECUTION TIME: 45 MINUTES 
o OUTPUT LISTING 
* PAGES: 150
 
* PROGRAM LISTING: 110 PAGES 









1 EXPERIMENT DATA INPUT (EXPERIMENT SCIENCE DATA AND 
SUBSYSTEM ENGINEERING DATA).
 
'2 EXPERIMENT SCIENCE DATA
 
PART 1. EXPERIMENT TO I/O
 
PART 2. I/O TO COMPUTER. COMPUTER TO I/0 TO
 
PAYLOAD DATA INTERLEAVER TO TRANSMIT. 
PART 3. I/O TO KU-BAND OR V. R. REC. 
PART 4. EXPERIMENT TO KU-BAND OR H. R. REC. 
3 EXPERIMENT ENGINEERING DATA
 
PART 1. EXPERIMENT TO I/0
 




PART 3. PAYLOAD DATA INTERLEAVER TO TRANSMIT.
 
4 3UBSYSTEM ENGINEERING DATA
 
PART 1. SUBSYSTEM TO I/O
 
PART 2., I/O TO COMPUTER. COMPUTER TO I/O TO
 
PAYLOAD DATA INTERLEAVER. 
PART 3. PAYLOAD DATA INTERLEAVER TO TRANSMIT. 
5 )OWNLINK SCHEDULE 
6 3ROUNDLINK SCHEDULE 
7 ZONMAND DATA 
PART 1. GROUND COMMAND THRU NETWORK SIGNAL PROCESSOR. 
PART 2. GROUND CONMAND THRU KU-BAND. 
PART 3. CDMS CONTROL PANEL.
 
8 GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION AND CONTROL DATA
 
PART 1. GPC TO EXPERIMENT COMPUTER AND SUBSYSTEM. 
PART 2. EXPERIMENT/SUBSYSTEM TO GPC. 
9 OUTPUT REPORT GENERATOR 
Figure 3. Program Modules
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block represents data management hardware modelled by this program. Each
 
module simulates a specific type of data; science, engineering, etc., flowing
 




* 	 Module 1 utilizes the experment scnedule tor the mission to input
 








e 	Part 1 treats data from experiments to.I/O, Blocks 1-3.
 
* 	Part 2 includes data flow from I/0 to Computer, Block 4;
 
back through I/0 to payload data interleaver, Block 7; to
 
transmissionvia network signal processor, Block 11.
 
o 	Part 3 replicates data flow from the I/O to*the K.U. band
 




o 	Part 4 handles data flow direct from experiments, Block 1,
 








e 	Part 1 includes data from experiments to 1/0, Blocks 1-3.
 
-e 	Part 2 replicates data flow from the I/O thru the computer,
 
Block 4, to the payload data interleaver, Block 7.
 
e 	Part 3 handles data movement from the payload data interleaver
 
thru the DACBU, Block 8, to transmission thru either the F.M. or
 
network signal processor, Blocks 10 or 11.
 
* 	 Module 4 replicates subsystem eigineering data; it is subdivided into
 
three parts which parallel those in Module 3.
 
* 	Part I ihcludes data from subsystems to I/O, Blocks 13-15.
 
" 	Part 2 replicates data flow from the I/O thru the subsystem
 
computer, Block 16, to the payload data interleaver, Block 7.
 
o 	Part 3 handles data movement from the payload data interleaver
 
thru the DACBU, Block 8, to transmission thru either the F.M. or
 
network signal processor, Blocks 10 or 1i
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" 	 Module 5 reproduces the TDRSS schedule. It was found that this schedule
 
was approximately cyclic over a twenty-four hour cycle, thus Module 5
 




* 	 Module 6 simulates the ground tracking station signal schedule. Since 
the ground station network actually consists of several individual stations, 
the simulator must develop a composite schedule from individual station 
schedules input. 
" 	 Module 7 treats the different command data flows found in the system; it
 
is subdivided into three parts.
 








* 	Part 3 handles flows received thru the CDMS control panel on-board.
 
* 	 Module 8 replicates GN&C data flows; it is divided into two parts.
 
* 	Part 1 accommodates data flows from the GPC, Block 19, to the
 
experiment computer, Block 4, or subsystem, Block 13.
 
" 	Part 2 reproduces data flows from the experiment, Block 1, or sub­
system, Block 13, to the GPC, Block 19.
 
a 	 Module 9 is the output report generator which is used to create the equip­
ment utilization profiles shown in Figures 7-20.
 
3.3 	TRADE STUDY CAPABILITY
 
A summary of the kinds of changes that might be analyzed in trade studies
 
is 	given in Figure 4. While the list is not intended to be exhaustive, it
 
....... rdrh
does 	illustrate the kinds of changes -T . qoaooooA n , ,
 
of 	alteration to the SSDSS.
 
Under the category of mission configuration, would be changes in the
 









" NUMBER OF EXPERIMENTS 
o GN&C ACTIVITY
 
* COMMAND ACTIVITY 












* VARIABLE RATE 
* TRANSMITTERS 
* ONE WAY 
* TWO WAY 
" DATA FLOW 
" ROUTING 
" FLOW RATES 
* PRIORITIES 
* 	 COMMUNICATION LINKS 






Figure 4. Trade 'Study Capability
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experiments. Also included in this category would be changes in the level
 
of GN&C and/or command data flow rate.
 
Trade studies in the area of equipment configuration might include
 
changing the capacity of different equipment items or changing the availability
 
of a particular item, where availability is defined as percent of the total
 
mission duration that the equipment is available. Further, reliability studies
 
might be incorporated by specifying a failure probability for a particular item.
 
The SSDSS also has the capability of treating any one of the three recorders as
 




Under the category of data flow alterations, trade studies might be con­
ducted to assess the impact of different routing sequences, different flow
 




The priorities used in the basic study are shown in Figure b. The
 
assignment of these priorities to various types of data at various stages
 
in the model insures that if there is a conflict for a particular piece of
 




Finally, changes in the communication links might be assessed. For
 
example, the impact of incorporating alternate systems might be of importance.
 
Changes in the availability or reliability of communication links can be
 
analyzed as well as alterations in the schedules of available links. It is
 









* Engineering 	 10-20
 




Input to GPC 20
 
Output from GPC 30
 









In order for a user to implement the SSDSS various mission characteris­
tics should be specified. These characteristics include the experiment
 
schedule and the acquisition and loss of signal schedules to both the TDRSS
 
and the ground tracking network. Also defined should be the data flow rates
 
generated at different points as well as routing information. Figure 6a
 




The schedules of experiments for a mission are created on an
 
input tape using the GPSS SAVEVALUE MATRIX 1 (MI). The program to accomplish
 
this is listed in appendix E. Each initial card represents one experiment and
 
is specified by the column number of the matrix. The rows are: 1, the start
 
time in hundredths of hours; 2, the experiment identification and; 3, the
 
length of time, in hundredths of hours, the experiment remains active.
 
The rate of flow of science data generated by each experiment is
 
defined in the FUNCTION statement FLOW (statement numbers 502 and 503 in the
 
program listing, appendix C). The first number in each pair is the experiment
 
ID and the second number is the corresponding data flow rate generated by that
 
experiment. This flow rate is in thousands of bits per time unit. Since the
 
time unit is one hundredth of an hour, or 36 seconds, 8640 would correspond to
 
8640/36 or 240 K bits per second.
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* 	EXPERIMENT SCHEDULES 
" EXPERIMENT NUMBER 
o START TIME 
* DURATION OF EXPERIMENT 
* FLOW RATE 





* 	 GROUNDLINK SCHEDULE 
" ACQUISITION TIME 
* GROUND STATION ID 
* DURATION OF ACQUISITION 
o FLOW MODIFICATION ANDROUTING DATA
 
" PERCENTAGE OF DATA FLOW ASSIGNED TO 
ALTERNATE ROUTES
 
o 	FLOW RATES FOR COMMAND, GN&C, AND 
ENGINEERING DATA 
* FLOW RATE FOR SUBSYSTEM DATA 
Figure 6a. User Supplied Inputs
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This method of assigning data flow rates assumes a constant rate coming
 
from each experiment throughout the mission. 
If the rate is not constant a
 
fourth row should be added to the input tape matrix to correspond to the
 
rate of data flow for a particular use of the experiment. For example, the
 
first experiment might have a flow rate assigned in MXI asiXl (4,1), 8640
 
on the 	input tape. If this method for assigning flow rates is used than
 








4.1.2 	 Data Link Schedules
 
The SSDSS uses GPSS facilities to check the availability of a
 
link between the orbiter and the TDRSS or the ground. If facility 50 is
 
"seized" there is a down link through the TDRSS and data may be sent. For
 
the data sent directly to the ground facility 49 is used. SAVEVALUE MATRIX
 
2 (MX2) is used to specify the TDRSS schedule and SAVEVALUE MATRIX 3 (MX3)
 




The schedule of acquisition and loss of signal between
 
the Shuttle Orbiter and the TDRSS was checked and found to be nearly cyclic
 
every 24 hours. Therefore, only one day's schedule is explicitly defined in
 
the program. The remaining days of the mission follow the same schedule by
 
just repeating the sequence of seizing and releasing facility 50.
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The entries in MX2 are simply a sequence of the
 
alternating acquisition and loss of signal times. The time of the first
 
acquisition is assigned to MX2 (1,1). The amount by which this value
 
exceeds the activation of this module, 400 (4th hour of the mission), is
 
placed in variable 18. The first loss of signal is assigned to MX2(1,2),
 
the second acquisition to M2(1,3) and the second loss to MX2(1,4). After
 
the last loss of signal of the cycle an increment should be used to bring
 
the time to 2800. This increment is 3 in the present program (statement
 
number 955 in-appendix C). The signal schedule started at 4 hours and
 
ended at 28 hour. Therefore, the 24 hour cycles has a 4 hour offset from
 
the beginning of the mission.
 
If the schedule is not cyclic the user may continue to
 
define acquisition and loss times for the rest of the mission by expanding
 
the matrix. However many columns the matrix expands to, that number should
 
replace the number 60 in the MATRIX definition card at the beginning of the
 




The data link schedule to the ground tracking stations
 
is not cyclic, therefore, it was necessary to include the entire schedule in
 
the program. The actual groundlink schedule is a composite of each acquisi­
tion of each tracking station. Because there are many tracking stations
 
around the world and because more than one station often has acquisition it
 
-was necessary to use a different form for the groundlink SAVEVALUE matrix
 
than for the downlink matrix.
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The format of the initial cards is similar to that of
 
the input tape. The column numbers represent each acquisition. The row
 
numbers are defined as follows: 1, is the start of acquisition; 2, is
 
the ground station identification and; 3, is the duration of acquisition.
 
Should this schedule be changed the new number of acquisitions must be
 
specified in the MATRIX definition card located before the initial cards.
 
4.1.3 	Data Rates and Routing
 
At the beginning of the program deck the user specifies the
 
flow rates for data which originate at various places in the model. Also
 
specified are various percentages which are used to control data routing.
 
If data comes to a decision point a certain percentage, say 95 percent,
 




As with previous user inputs, values are put in MATRIX (MX4)
 
by way of initial cards. The meaning of each matrix value is given in the
 




MX4(l,l),95. This value, 95%, is the percentage of data generated
 
by the 	experiments which is routed to the KU-Band Signal
 
Processor or the High Rate Recorder.
 
MX4(I,16),72. This is the data flow rate of command data coming from
 




4.1.4 	 Block Capacities
 
The STORAGE DEFINITIONS (statement numbers 416 thre 431) define 
the maximum capacity of a block to process data in one time unit. For 
example, the Experiment RAU's, STORAGE 2, have a capacity defined as 36000.
 
This means that 36000 K bits may enter the experiment RAU's in one time
 
period i.e., 1 million bits per second. The storage numbers are the same
 
as the block numbers in Figure 1. In order to change these capacities the
 
user would multiply the block's new maximum allowable rate (in K bits/set)
 
by the number of seconds per time period, in this case 36, and enter this
 




There are two types of output from a GPSS program. One type is the
 
standard GPSS output statistics. The other output is programmer defined,
 
in this case graphs. Figure 6b summarizes the output statistics.
 
4.2.1 Route Flow Statistics
 
The first section of output is the "block counts." For each
 
block number there is a corresponding program statement. The "total"
 
column gives the number of times data has entered a particular block. This
 
section of output is useful in programming and debugging because it indicates
 
which statements were used and which were not, as well as showing any unusually
 
large or small quantities. The block counts, however, do not explicitly tell
 




4.2.2 Equipment Utilization Statistics
 
Information on usage for the items of equipment is given on the
 
page marked "storages." In the "storage" column are the acronyms for the
 
items used in the simulation of mission 18. The hardware item number, block
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" ROUTE FLOW STATISTICS
 




* MAXIMUM DATA FLOW PROCESSED IN A TIME UNIT
 
o AVERAGE DELAY IN RECORDERS, COMPUTERS 





" DATA LOST STATISTICS 
e LOSS LOCATIONS 
o LOSS QUANTITIES 
" EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION PROFILES
 






Figure 6b. -Program Output
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numbers, to which they refer are indicated in the equate statement (statements
 




The actual utilization of an item of hardware is not given, but
 
may be computed as follows:
 
U = 	 Entries X Avg Time-/Unit 
Capacity X Length of Simulation 
for 	example, the utilization for the experiment computer, block 4, is:
 






The maximum amount of data an item ever had to handle is given 
in the "maximum contents" column. Again, these quantities are in thousands 
of bits. The total amount of data which passed through a block is shown 
under "entries." The experiment RAU's processed a total of 9,381,450'K bits. 
The GPSS definitions of all column headings may be found in 
nnpendix F and in the GPSS-V User's Manual beginning on page 290. 
4.2.3 Signal Availability
 
As described in paragraph 4.1.2 facilities 49 and 50 indicate
 
the availability of signal links between the orbiter and the ground and TDRSS
 
respectively. The "Facilities" page shows what portion of the total time of
 
the mission each data link was available. Under "Average Utilization During
 
Total Time" downlink (facility 49) was available 17.8% of the time and ground­




4.2.4 	Data Loss Statistics
 
Some of the "Fullword Savevalues" show how much data was terminated
 
or lost at each block in the model. SAVEVALUE numbers 1 thru 20 correspond to
 
the model item numbers. At block 4, the experiment computer, 861,945 K bits
 
were lost. This lost was because although data was going into the computer no
 
data is called to leave the computer, therefore after the computer is filled
 
any additional data added causes a like amount of data to be lost. SAVEVALUE's
 
between 20 and 100 are used for programming purposes only and can usually be
 
ignored. SAVEVALUE numbers from 100 up are used for saving graphical values
 
and can be disregarded.
 
4.2.5 	Equipment Utilization Profiles
 
The non-standard portion of the output is a series of graphs,
 
one for each item of hardware used. These graphs show contents of the item
 
versus 	time. Because of the limits of the GPSS report generator only a
 
limited number of time periods can be represented on a page of output. These
 
graphs 	give a "snapshot" value at each time period, that is, the contents of
 
the block is the instantaneous value at the time given below the line. For
 
example, it may be seen from Figure 7 that the contents of the experiment
 







The SSDSS has been thoroughly tested using Shuttle Mission 18 data pro­
file as input. The model appears to replicate quite accurately the inter­
actions which will occur in the data management system of the actual mission.
 
From limited trade study analysis it is apparent that this model can provide
 
valuable information for Space Shuttle Data Management System designers.
 
It is recommended that developmental work on the SSDSS be continued on
 
three major fronts. First, that the program be examined thoroughly for user
 
oriented improvements which could be incorporated without changing the basic
 
program. Second, that efforts be made to achieve additional program efficiency
 
resulting in either improved core or run time requirements. Third, that further
 
effort be expended in developing improved output with the ultimate objective of
 
obtaining an instantaneous utilization profile of each item of equipment for
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" Inputs: 	 None
 
" Outputs: 	 Compiled from mission schedule
 
o 95 percent direct to transmission.
 








* Command Data 
* Inputs: 
" Outputs: 





Transmitted to RAU's. Rate of 3 KBPS.
 






































From experiments at 3 KBPS.
 
Transmitted to experiment I/0 at 1 MBPS.
 
From experiment I/0 at 2 KBPS.
 
To experiments at 2 KBPS.
 
From experiments at 1 KBPS.
 












* 	Experiment RAU at 1 MBPS.
 
* 	Experiment Computer at 8 KBPS. 
a. 	Outputs:
 
* 	Experiment Computer at 8 KBPS; thru Experiment I/O 
to Payload Data Interleaver at 8 KBPS. 
* 	To Variable Rate Recorders (Downlink not available)
 
or 
to FM Signal Processor (Downlink available, KU
 
Band Signal Processor not available) or KU Band
 






" Experiment RAU at I MBPS.
 











" Experiment Computer at 2 KBPS.
 
* 	Payload Signal Processor at 2 KBPS (Without both
 
Detached Payload and Subsystem Commands).
 
* 	MDM-(When there is no Safety and Arming Command
 
and 90% of data has by-passed the PSP and there is
 
no Subsystem Command.); at 2 KBPS.
 




* 	KU-Band Signal Processor at 2 KBPS. (When there is
 




* 	Experiment Computer at 2 KBPS.
 
* 	Addressed Experiment RAU at 2 KBPS. 






" MDM-at 2 KBPS. (When there is no Subsystem Data).
 
* Experiment RAU at 1 KBPS. 






* 	Experiment Computer at 2 KBPS.
 
* 	Experiment Computer at 1 KBPS.
 








a Experiment I/O at 8 KBPS.
 
o 	 Outputs: 
e Experiment I/O at KBPS. 
" 	Engineering Data
 
* Inputs: Experiment I/O at 8 KBPS. 





* Experiment I/O at 2 KBPS. 
* 	Outputs: 





* 	Experiment I/O at 2 KBPS. 
* Experiment I/O at 1 KBPS. 
Outputs: 
* 	Experiment I/O at 1 KBPS. 




* 	Inputs: Experiment at rate compiled from mission
 

























" Inputs: Experiment I/O.
 
* Capacity: 	 30 1BPS input; 36,000 M bits total.
 
" 	Outputs: KU-Band Signal Processor at 30 NBPS or FM
 












a 	 N/A 




* 	Inputs: Experiment I/O at 8 KBPS. 
Payload Signal Processor (omit). 






o Experiment I/0, Subsystem I/O at 64 KBPS.
 
e Payload Signal Processor (Omit).
 
o 	 Outputs: DACBU at 64 KBPS. 
" 	Command Data
 
* 	 N/A 
" 	GN&C Data
 





* Inputs: Payload Data Interleaver at 16 KBPS. 























Payload Data Interleaver at 64 KBPS.
 
Loop Recorder at 128 KBPS. Network
 




* Inputs: DACBU at 128 KBPS.
 
o Outputs: FM Signal Processor at 128 KBPS.
 











* Inputs: Variable Rate Recorder at 1 MBPS.
 




* Inputs: Loop Recorder at 128 KBPS.
 
* Outputs: Ground at 1 MBPS.
 















* Inputs: 	 DACBU at 64 KBPS.
 
* 	Outputs: Ground at 96 or 192 KBPS or KU-Band Signal
 




" Inputs: DACBU at 128 KBPS.
 
o 	Outputs: Ground at 192 KBPS or KU-Band Signal
 




" Inputs: 	 Ground command at 2 KBPS or KU-Band Signal
 




* Outputs: 	 MDM at 2 KBI 
o 	 GN&C Data 
o 	 N/A 
KU-Band Signal Processor 
" Science Data 
" Inputs: 
" Experiment at rate determined by mission schedule 
and signal acquisition schedule. 
o High Rate 	Recorders at 30 MBPS.
 
o Variable Rate Recorders at 30 MBPS.
 
" Netowrk Signal Processor at 192 KBPS.
 




o Inputs: Netowrk Signal Processor at 192 KBPS.
 




o Inputs: Ground command at 2 KBPS.
 
" Outputs: All three at 2 KBPS--­
a Netowrk Signal Processor (with no Direct Payload
 
Command); or Experiment I/0 (With a Direct Payload
 
Command and no Subsystem Command); or Subsystem
 

















o Inputs: 	 Non
 
o 	 Outputs: RAU at 3 KBPS plus 10% of experiment data 
rate compiled from mission schedule. 
* 	Command Data
 
O Inputs: MDM - at 2 KBPS; (When there is a Payload, 
Safety and Arming Command). 






o Inputs: Subsystem RAU at 2 KBPS. 
" Outputs: Subsystem RAU at 1 KBPS. 







a Inputs: Subsystem at 3 KBPS plus 10% of experiment
 
data rate compiled from mission schedule.
 






o 	Subsystem I/O at 2 KBPS, (with no GPC Inter­
action required) 
* Subsystem 	I/0 at 2 KBPS. 




o Outputs: 	 Subsystem at 2 KBPS. 
GN&C Data
 
o 	 Inputs: 
" Subsystem I/0 at 2 KBPS. 




* Subsystem 	at 1 KBPS.
 















o 	 Subsystem RAU at I MBPS. 




* 	Subsystem Computer at 8 KBPS.
 










* 	Subsystem Computer at 2 KBPS.
 
* 	Payload Signal Processor at 2 KBPS (with no
 




o 	 MDMA-(When there is no Safety and Arming Command 
and 90% of data has by-passed the PSP and there is 
a Subsystem Command); at 2 KBPS. 
o 	 KU-Band Signal Processor at 2 KBPS; (When there is 






* 	Subsystem Computer at 2 KBPS.
 
o 	 Subsystem RAU at 2 KBPS. 





" Subsystem Computer at 2 KBPS and 1 KBPS.
 
o 	 MDM at 2 KBPS. (When there is Subsystem data) 




* 	Subsystem Computer at 2 RBPS and 1 KBPS.
 
o Subsystem RAU at 2 KBPS. 













" Inputs: Subsystem I/0 at 8 KBPS.
 
o Outputs: Subsystem I/O at 8 KBPS.' 
* 	Command Data
 
o Inputs: Subsystem I/0 at 2 KBPS. 




* 	Inputs: Subsystem 1/0 at both 2 KBPS and 1 KBPS.
 









e 	 N/A 
" Command Data 
" Inputs: 
" Network Signal Processor at 2 KBPS. 
" Subsystem I/O at 2 KBPS; (When GPC interaction 
is required). 
" 'Experiment I/0 at 2 KBPS; (When GPC interaction 
is required). 
" GPC I/O Buss at 2 KBPS. 
" Outputs: 
* 	GPC I/O Buss at 2 KBPS.
 
* 	Subsystem at 2 KBPS; (When there is Payload,
 
Safety and Arming Command).
 
* 	Payload Signal Processor at 2 KBPS. (When there is
 
Payload, Safety and Arming Command and 10% of the
 
data is routed to the PSP).
 
c Subsystem I/0 at 2 KBPS. (When there is no Att.
 
Payload, Safety and Arming Command and 90% of the
 
data has by-passed the PSP and there is a Sub­
system command).
 
o 	Experiment I/0 at 2 KBPS. (When there is no Payload, 
Safety and ARming Command and 90% of the data has
 










* 	GPC I/0 Buss at 2 KBPS. 
* 	Subsystem I/0 at 1 KBPS
 
* 	Experiment I/0 at I KBPo. 
e 	Outputs:
 
o 	 Experiment I/0 at 2 KBPS; (When there is no Sub­
system data). 
* 	Subsystem I/0 at 2 KBPS; (When there is Subsystem 
data). 
















* 	MDM at 2 KBPS.
 




o 	GPC at 2 KBPS 






" GPC at 2 KBPS.
 




* MDM at 2 KBPS.
 
" GPC at 1 KBPS.
 




e 	 N/A 
o 	Engineering Data
 





o 	 Command Data 
* 	Inputs:
 
* 	 GPC 1/0 Buss at 2 KBPS. 
O 	 Outputs: 





a 	GPC I/0 Buss at 1 KBPS. 
o 	 Outputs: 
o 	GPC I/0 Buss at 2 KBPS. 
Payload Signal Processor
 
* 	 Science Data 
* 	 N/A 




o 	 Command Data 
e Inputs: 
a MDM at 2 KBPS. (With no Payload, Safety and Arming 
Command and 10% data enters the PSP). 
a Outputs: 
" 	Subsystem I/O at 2 KBPS. (When there is no Detached 
Payload Command and a Subsystem Command). 
o 	 Experiment I/0 at 2 KBPS. (When there is no Detached 


















DEFINITIONS OF MATRIX 4
 
i. Data flow rate assignments as a percentage of the incoming data rate.
 
Science and Engineering data: 
MX4(,l) = Percent of data from experiments to KU Band Signal 
Processor or High Rate Recorder. 
MX4(l,2) = Percent of data from experiments to experiment RAU's. 
= 100 percent - MX4(1,l). 
MX4(1,3) = Percent of data lost by compression from I/0 to computer. 
Percent of data from I/O to computer.
NX4(1,4) 	 = 





bM4(1,5) = 	 Percent of datd from NDM to 1/0 or Payload Signal 
Processor, remainder is safety and arming signal to 
subsystems. 
Percent of 	data from 10 or PSP branch of NX4(1,5) to
MX4(1,6) = 

PSP, remainder to I/O.
 
Percent of 	data from KU Band Signal Processor to Net­MK4(1,7) = 

work Signal Processor, remainder to I/O's.
 
Percent of 	data from I/O branch of MX4(1,7) to sub­MX4(1,8) = 

system I/O, remainder to experiment I/O.
 
Percent of 	data from subsystem I/O to subsystem RAU's,
MX4(1,9) = 

remainder to subsystem computer.
 
MX4(1,10) = 	Percent of data from experiment I/0-to experiment RAU's,
 
remainder to experiment computer.
 
Percent of 	data from CDS Control Panel to the experiment
MX4(1,11) = 

I/0, remainder to subsystem I/O.
 
Percent of 	control panel data from subsystem I/O to MDM
MX4(1,12) = 

for GPC interaction, remainder to experiment RAU's.
 
Percent of 	control panel data from experiment I/0 to MDM
MX4(1,13) = 
for GPC interaction, remainder to experiment RAU's. 
-52­




MX4(I,14) = Data rate from command input to Network Signal Processor.
 
1X4(1,15) = Data rate from command input to KU Band Signal Processor.
 




NX4(1,17) = Data rate generated by the GPC to the GPC I/0 Buss. 
MX4(1,18) = flns- rnrA'frnm qnhqvstems to subsystem RAU's. 
MX4(I,191 = Data rate fromfexperiments to experiment RAU's. 
Engineering data:
 
MX4(l,20) = Data rate from expei'iments to experiment RAU's.
 








P* 5PSS V - 0 5 V ERS5IO0N 





1it EALLOCATflCbM, 67LC D 
2
PEALLUCATE VLO,17CO',VAK,&5,FUN,5,hSV,1 
 3RAL3(.ATE d5V,IL5VI '.,tH0S, IV6NS,ItLMS5V1P,2t 
4





NUMBER t Lu.L JPZIkTIC\ Ao',C ,UE.FG,H, I OHENTS NUr~o'EK $I tLATf 55 	 S 
S 0. P. ASSJCiATES INC. 	 .0 
SS'CE SrLblTLc UATA SYSTEM SIMULATION "4 	 2 
.7
 
*4 	 9 
0 USEP SET VARIAbLES 	 !0 
4 MLTI.IX Xti23 	 2 
H =PERCENT OF DATA FROM EXPERIMENTS TO KU BAND CR RECORDER 	 48X4I,I 
MX4(1,3) =PEKCE'iT 6F DATA LoST BY COMPRESSIUN FROM I/b TO C-"''" 6 
MX4(1,) ICO- -XtI,30t DATA FROM I/O TU COMPUTER. 47 
4' 	 28 
COdMAh!1 bATA ,1L',E 	 29
 
HX4(I,)A =FENCE T OF DATA FROM MUM TO I/O OR PAYLOAD SIGNAL PROCLSSOR. 	 31 
M94( 1,6) =PEsC J GF DATA PRLM NbibT PALuAD SIGi4AL PROCESSOR. 32 
IX4(1,7) *OEZLriT [F DATA FROM RU-SANO TO NETW.RK 51bAL PRCESSOR, 33 
S *PEACEvT OF DATA fFOM KU-BAND TO SUBSYSTEM i/O. 34M4(1,81 
MA4(1,9), *9EzCFT OF aATA FRuM SUBSYSTEm I/U TO SUBSYSTEM RAU. 5 
' M4(1,1Q)O=PiRLENT OF DATA FROM EXPERIMENT I/O TO EXPERIMENT RAU. 36 
Mx4(III4PENC'IT LF DATA FROM CONTROL PANEL TO EXPERIMENT 1/0. 37 
MX4(1,k2=PEsCfJT OF DATA FRuM SUBSYSTEM I/d T] MUM. 30 
MX4 I,13)=PEACENT .F DATA FROM EXPERIMENT I/0 TO MDM. 39 
* 	 40 




M94(11,14 =CO 11tNo KATE FROM COMMAND INPUT TO NETWORK SI4NAL PROCESSOI f3 
4 M94(4II5ICAA KATE FROM COMMAND INPUT TO RU BAND SIGNAL PKUCESSOI 44 
* MX4(j1t,61:C MA,I RATE FROM CONTROL PANEL. 45 
MXAI1,17)=G +C KATE FROM GPC TO GPC I/O BUSS. 46 
" MX4(1,1)=G;4 C RATE FROM SUBSYSTEM TO SUBSYSTEM RAU. 47 
" MX( 1,19) Gi.+C gATE FROM EXPERIME.T TO EXPERIMENT RAU. 4b 
* 	 441MWO)*cN IEtKING DTA KATE FRUM EXPERIMENT TC EXPERIMENT RAU. 49 
MX4iI,21)ENuINEEKING OATA RATE FRuM SUBSYSTEM TU SUBSYSTEM RAU. 50 














INITIAL MX4(I 2O) IU8/IX4{1l21) 1OB 5
 








t mAC.O &EFlIaTIt. .=A TKAASAISSIUN Of ALL DATA TO NEXT UNIT 
o45 
7
TRNSA STARTMAC.O 68A GATE SNF #b,fC 
TEST yE ,PF E 69
 
70
OF Ei TEXti 4PF 3 
SUFER MACAO 71 






SAVCVALUE V tPFS 

LEAVE :l,PF3 75 
P A,.5F ER ,pu 75 
E h bF-C R 0 77 
*MACAO DEFINITION FuR TRANSMIS51DN.0F PART DATA TO NEXT UNIT 78
 
6iA(TRNSIF MACR) = E (TNSA MiACRO) 9
 
* !F (TSINSP tAA.fJ) = 9A (TRNSA MACRO) 80 






PA ASSIGN fb,C,PF 
 U4
 





4gV. kC& 1 ,.rr 
89SAXSF R 1-? 
ASSICN1 3, u ,PF 9 
9'iTRANSFE. - H 91
Cit (nIAC RD 
EkGAACR092 
94
MACRO DEFINuITEJN FOR OtLAY TRANSMISSION Td NEXT UNIT 
 95







OA PRIOkITY UEh 
 uo















1A GATE SNF 96,PC 
 i10





















* MACAQ paFIt4IT['N =C TRANSMISSION U1 Ar.' b,+ +.+. ...... OCESSOR 	 1 0 
1 3 
#A ASSIGN 1O,tCPF i25 
1 5 
TAITP 	SThTACRO 
.LT l b . 
A551,,,1 311FPF 127T R 4 1 S F E k Iis- 7
 






* CONSTAIT ,ATc REClIAOCR 
* 	 133 








* 	 QOOA'UEE 6 
f TEST L NL ,O3OOGOow 1 3
 
ls












4S* CHECK RREAINING SPACE 
144
CHE 	 STAIT$ACAO
T.S 'L #A,.b, fC 	 146 
TEST GC PF3 ,4DOE i 
SPLIT 1 ",f 1 44 





,91~' ISAVEVALUE iAA,PF3 fl 15
 
TEST GE g 154
 






t-SAVEVALUEi OIF4 1 56 
go LEPAKT ' 4t 196 
SAVEVA LUE tH,PF3 15?I 5:8TERJmi NATE 
159
9D 	 SAVcVALUE Ithl 1boTRANSFcR ,10, 	 161'E 4 A CRO 
I b2SAVE PAk! DATA 
 163SAV- STAKTMACNO 
OA ASSIGN 3,'q8PF 164 
1,t5








 189* MOADIAX RATE AN: DUVP 
170
 
IA SAVEVALUE UiBI 

LOA 	 ST AATM C'u 
172' 
172BUFER 	MACRO 
TEST E 0C,iDiE 	 173 
ASSIGN 5.,1GCOOOPF 





























#A 	 PKIOkITY #H 

GATE SNF ptalC 






























IA 	 GATE U #18 

GATE SNF UC,4D 
















































































































































04NDt CKO 	 3
 
JUMPI 	STARTMACRO t,2 
TRANSFER g#A 33 
EN DMAC RO . 235214
 



















































#4 PRIORITY oB 
 455
 
TEST &E MC,PD,#E- 256
 
257ADVAJCE ND 
TRANSFER ,#F 258 
























EN UNAC O 
 2*8 
a 69 


















































PD UNLINK PCPEI 









aA SEI4E 0b 







#0) TEST L #,FtE30
 
ASSIG 3,H ,PFp 

TP AtSF ER hiG 






























































* MACRO DEFINITION FOR COMPUTER LOAD ROUTINE, PART 5 	 319 
321
 
#A SAVEVALUE VbtPF3 





















MACRO OE$INITIJN FOR COMPUTER, COMMAND DATA, PART 2 328
 































* AC(C DEFINITION FOk kECEIVING DATA 3.0 
a 341 
RECEYV STATMACRO 	 342 
IA GATE 5NEPEfCt3E3
 















4A GATE SNF dEOC 352
 






















4A TEST 6E ,PF 3,C 65
 























WO RELEASE C 3bO
 





























RAUEX EQU 2, 395
 
IOEXP EQU 3,5 196
 
CPUEX EQU 4tS 	 397
 
HRNEC tQj 5,s 	 398
 
VWKEC EQU 6,5 	 399'
 
PUL1NT EQU 7,S 	 400
 




















LX4REC )U f, , S .32 
FIGtS 403N.516 EQU £i,5 4u4KlnSl6 EQU 1i,5 405 
RAUSU EaU. 14,5 416 
IRSUB EQU 15,s U07 
CPUSU EQU lto,5 4-
MOliUL COU 17,S I, 9 
GPCIO EaU It's 410 
GPCOM EOU iss 411 
P$PAO EQU 2C,. 412 
413 
5TUKtAbE DEFINITIC$ 414 
2 5tk 3000 416 
3 TORAiE 3000 417 
4 5TORAGE 28S '18 
5 STOAGa l3t)cCOo A419 
6 5T0kAvt 3eJ0O000 ,0 
7 STORAGi 2304 421 
8 STORAGE 4608 442 
9 STONAGE 4t0d 423 
10 STCilA E 3t000 4e4 
I1 STOAAGE 6912 45 
12 STORAGE ao6lc0000 
14 STORAGE !O00 427 
15 STORAG 3&S0 4<8 
16 STCRAGt 28S 429 
17 STOFAve Stoo0 4.O 
1$ STORAGE 36000 4 1 
19 STOAAGE 115a 432 
0 STIhAGE 1 43 4.33
~4 4
 






































X >-PF3 447 
PP3-X25 
.4a 
PF3 0 (MA( ,/lO0 ).5 "g 
pr3 (MX4(1, 3?/1O0.)+.S '40 










2 I IAoLE 
25 4ARIABLE 
2 . 11A; l cLt 
27 VIALALE 
2 VAiIA6LE 
aq VA lI oLE 
30 VARIAoILE 
31 V RIAoLE 
33 ' Av LE 
v314tI~LE 
35 V.RIAELL 
8 VAK Iab4E 
35 1 AI A.Lc 
40 Va IfLE 





4 ? VA4 I18LE 
47 VCk IAo LE 
43 VAR IABLE 
50 VAR IAB 6E 
51 V141A E 
|5z V4 l LE 
5 V IlAoLE 
" 54 V 61A6LE 
55 VARIABLE 
56 VARIAdLE 
57 VA IA6L 
5 VA.RlAaLE 



























V.X3( 1 PF I)-CI 
X3(1,PFI)+MX3(3,PFI)-C1 











































FUI,CT ICN DEFINITIONS 
~500 
aATA FLO% xATES PfA EXPERIMENTS 

FLOW FUNCTION PF2,D9 

li 640I4,1080/5,10Cb b640/7t640/8,360/12,309/44 36000/107,18000 

ATA F j$, XATtS FCR SUSYSTEMS 

FL wl FUNCTICN PF29 ,505
 

































































































INPbT EAPERI:IENT OATA FROM JObTAPE 	 517 
JUBTAPE JubTAISECI,730 	 519
 
1 SEQ1 ASSIGN ..PP3PF 	 5,0 
2 TEST LE P-4,0,BLITZ 	 '21
 
a TER.INATE 52 
4 BLITZ ASSIGN 3,FNSFL nPF 5e 
$ TRANSFER' ,Lo UP1 524 
6 UNITS ACVANbE I 525 
7 LOOPI SPLIT 1,dLKl 520 
a LguP 4FP,UNITS 5 7 
TERMINAT; 523 
INPUT rOg tXPetr,1ENT SCICNCE DATA, PAhT 4 549 
0LKI SPLIT I,SECT4 530 
I iPUT FOR SUdSYSTEh EN.INEERING DATA 53 
11 SPLIT OU L4I,l 

)'33 
EXPERIMENT RAU 	 534
 
12 RAU ASSIGN 3,V13,PF 	 536 
* 	 TRANSMIT ALL DATA TO EXPERtncon 537 
TRNSA MACAO RAJG,2ZAITZKZPAT2,RAUENIOSEQ,- 538 
13 RAISt GATE SNF ,wAITZ ?8 
14 TEST GE R2PF3,PART2 53a 
15 RAUEN ENTER 2,PF3 538 
BUFER MACsO 53a 
a16 ASSI& 8,PR,PF 
b 17 PRICRITY Ot6UFFER 538 
i s PRIuITY PErs 538 
19 ASSIhN 8,ZPF 538 
20 ASSIGN 9,S2PF 538 
21 SAVEVALUE V5StPF9 538 
22 LEAVE 2 PF3 538 
23 TRANSFER ,13SEG 538 
TRANSMIT PART DATA TO EXPEkIMENT RAU $39 
TRNSP mAC(O ekKTZ,10,R2,MOVP2,12,RAUSGPFIORAUENV 2 540 
24 PART2 ASSIGN IOtR2,PF 540 
25 SPLIT 1,MUVP2 540 
26 PRIOKITY i 540 
27 ASSIGN 3,V2,PF 54U 
28 ADVANCE 1 540 
29 TRANSFER IRAUSL 540 
30 MOVP2 ASSIGN 3,PF 1,PF 540 
31 TRANSFER PAUmN 540 
* 	 DELAY TKANSMISSIUN ONE TIME UNIT 5+1 
WAITA MACRO ;AIi2 l1,2,RAUSG 542 
32 lAIT2 PRIOdITY 11 542 
33 QUELE 2PF3 ,42 
34 ALOVANCE 1 542 
35 DEPART 2,P$3 542 
56 TRANSFkR ,RALSt i,,2 
*543 
* EXPEKIMENT 1/O 	 5 4 
* 45 
O TRANSMIT ALL UaTA Tl EXPtAIMENT . '46 
TRXSA PACRO ILbGWAIT3,K3,PAAT3, IUENT,SPLTSS3 547 
54?
37 ISEG GATE SNF 3,4AIT3 

541
38 	 TEST GE s3,PF3,PA.T3 

,4739 IDENT EiTec. 3;PF5 
 5,1oUPER XC0 

547
40 ASSIGN 3,,PPF 
 547
41 	 PKIOkITY OOUFPER 
 547
42 	 PAILPITY PF3 
 547
43 ASSIGN 8,3,PF 

,47
44 A5 11N 90S3,PF 	 754
45 	 SAVEVALUE V$,,PF9 
,4746 	 LEAVE 3,PF3 )47
47 	 TANSFER ,$PLT 54e
TsANSMI T PAAT t.TA TO EXPERIMENT 1/0 
 149
TRNSP MALKO PA T1,1OR3,MOVPS,16,IOSEGPFIOIUENTV23 
59
48 PAsT3 ASSIGN ICKRSPF 
 5.4
49 	 SPLIT ImdNVP3 

549
50 PRIORITY 16 
 549
51 	 ASSIGN 3,V23,PF 

D49
52 	 AjV L CE. I 
549
53 	 TQ AN5FER IDSEG 549
54 HOVP3 AS1SIGN 3,PFICtPt 

549
55 	 TKANSFER ,IJE NT 

550
DELAY TRANS'lISSIOi OtNE TIME UNIT 

WAITA MACRO WAIT3,15,3,IOSEG 
 51
 




 57 	 QUEUc 3,PF3 5158 	 AJVAN.,E 1 651
59. DLPshT S,PF3 551
60 	 TiANSFER ,IuSEG 5,2
61 5PLT3 SPLIT I.tXCPU 
 553





63 	 TRANSFER ,*JWN4 ~556	 535
 









* EXPERIMENT COMPUTER 
562
PERCENT OF DATA TkANSA4ITTED THRU COMPUTER 

503
64 EXCPU ASS16N 345lPF 
 564
65 TEST L PF3,1,SCCPU 

5o5






* IRANSMIT DATA TU EXPERIMENT COMPUTER 
568
C.IPA MACRO SCCPUIhk4,FURB,4,FOURA 5oU
67 SCCPO TEST GE RL,PFS,FOUR 56868 	 ENTEER 4,PF3 b8
69 F2URA LINK 4,FIFJ 549
COM?6 MACRu FbkUbA4,FUURCFOUKD,'FOURAV9 
569
70 F3URB TEST G R4,0FUURC 

569
71 	 ASSIGN 4,R4,PF 
 56972 	 SPLIT IrgU 509
73 E vTER 4,R4 5a9
74 	 TRANSFER FuWuA 5ol
75 FGURD ASSIGN jV'pF 570




































































SEIfl 4 	 570
 
D PART












F3UO&P ESA L 	 571





T IN ATE 4,PP3 571
 
OURG TEST L XLI 571
SIGN 3,V ,PF 	 51
 
SE A.CSP E , JURFE2I- 571
 
FOURH ASIUN 3,V7, PFC 571
571
SIGN 2  20 lPF 

5 71













Fo URF SAV EVALUt T ITPF 	 576
 
5  4
5AVEVALUE 4+PF3 	 73








TO PAYLOAD UATA IhTEKLEAVER
TRANSMI T ALL DATA 577
 














pR I RITY PFMA 	 577
 
ASSIGN $7,PF 
ASSIGN 98,7PF 	 577
 
577




TRANSFeR ,OACSG 	 57$
INTERLEAVeR
TRANSMIT PART DATA TO PAYLOAD DATA 579
 
TRNSP MACRU PILCT,1ORTTRVL7,16,PDPRTPFLOPAYENV27 
 579
 












T A.SF ER ,OPkT 	 579
 
TRVL7 ASSIGN 3,VPICPF 





,AITA MACAC IAE7,1175tPeT 































































































































































T ASFER , POPR" 
= DATA ACUIS1TInN CONTRUL AND bUFFER UNIT 

TkANSMI T ALL GMTA TG DACSU 

TRANS.IT PART O4TA TO OACBU 


















DELAY TAANSMISSiUN ONE TIME UNIT 

TRN5A MA CRO 






























































































DUS NLINK AVAILAATLE? 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SA EVALUL V5SPF9 
LEAVE 12,PF3 
TERMINATE 

























GLAVL GATE U 49,VAREC 





















































TRANSMIT ALL DATA TU.V.R. RECORDER 

RECDA MACRO V&REC,6,LlSco,R6,PF3,PART6,DUMP6,5 

























































































































232 ThA'5Fu<L OJip b,,2 
643 
DWOghP V.K. KcCt uER T3 (1) KU-SAO (2) P SIG.AL PROCESSOR 044 
0 o45 










34 GATE SNF IL,DiP6A o47 
235 TEST GE .R2,PF3.PTA12 o;7 
236 LEAVE 6,PF3 o47 
237 TK .E tWjSEG o47 
DUmP PART DATA Tj IU-dAhD ohd 
bUXPP ACP G PTA!I,10,12,9,ODP6APFOV2,MUVV,6 649 
233 PT412 ASSIG4 304q 2,PF 049 
239 SPLIT 1,eMOV12 649 
240 PIOPITY c 649 
241 ADVkNCE 0 645 
24Z ASSIGN 3,V2,PF t49 
243 TR ANSP Ek DiP6A 649 
44 M3v12 ADV4NCa 0 o49 
245 ASSIGN 3,o10,PF 649 
246 LEAvE 6,PF3 649 




UNP ALL DATA TL Fl-BAND 
650 
ob 
DLMPA MACKU bq'bADLAYbO10,DLASARTOPTAIO,6,FMSEG,49 b52 
248 DMP6A GATE U 49,LAY6 652 
249 GATE SF 10,iDLAtA 652 
250 TEST GE NIO,PF2,PTAIO 6 2 




UATt To Fm BAND 
6 2 
o$3 
DUMPP MACRC PTA4I0,OtROt9,IDUMP6,PFIOV41,iJV06,6 654 
253 PTAIG A5SIN lo,lIC ,Pr 654 
254 SPLIT 1,,iuVC6 o54 
255 PRIRITY 9 b54 
256 ADVANCE 1 654 
257 ASSIGN 3,V41,PpF o54 
258 TRANSFER IDUMP6 b54 
259 MOV06 ADVA&C e 0 654 
260 ASSIGN 3,PFCPF b54 
261 LEAVE 6,PP3 b54 
JUMPI MACRO FF EG 655 
262 TRANSFER ,FMSEG o55 
DELAY UNTIL DC4NLINR AVAILABLE 056 
DLAY3 MACRO DLAYo,8,V57,V5tFAND,DUMP6 657 
263 OLAY6 PKIORITY b 657 
264 TEST GE V57,V5,FbAND o57 
265 ADVANCE 'V5 657 
266 TANSFER ,LUMP6 657 
267 FBAND ADVANCE V57 657 
68 TQASPER ,CJNP6 o57 
DELAY ONE TIME UNIT 658 
DLAY2 mAChu OtA-AoDUMP6 059 
269 DLA6A PAIGRITY 0 659, 
270 ADVANCE 1 659 
271 TAALSFER ,OdIPo 09 
a t60 
= F.i. SIGNAL PAD SSCR tol 
Sbo2 
TAS'S$IT ALL DATA TO r.". 3AVNAL PRLCESSOk t03 
O 	 t 64 
65
T41TA V.CAC FfSEG,Q0U:IP61kOPRT10,S10 

6o5
272 F1$EG TE 1C,uu'Po
S F 
o65
273 TElt G ,PF3.PkTIO 
 6t5






275 LSSIwN SPKPF 

5
27b 	 T;f2I0, UFiER
V 

277 p I, ITY PFe uo5 
275 ,N10,?F obS 
665
279 £sSGN )1 uIPF 

ob5
28O 3.VEVALkU V56,PF9 






Tk;%,SMII PAT uATA TO F.M. SIGNAL PMOCES5OR 

TtiITP flCC, PTIO,'O,IODUMP6,FM5SEIV30,DOT6 

667
263 PT!O ASSIGN 10.RiCPF 
 06?284 SLIT I.)UT6 





28* TK$,5F En r&UPO 
b67
287 DOT6 ASSIGN 3PrlC,PF 

28 Tt-1SFE ,F,4SEG 
 oo7
 
* 	 RECCk !P FILL~u, r.ATA LOStT IN SAVEVALUE 6) 6v8 






-4 PPAmT 4. £X, ERINErT TO KJ-OAND Ott H.R. RECORDU67 
o 	 73 






292 GATE U 50.HAREC 678
 






* KU-8ANO SIGNAL PAOCESSOR 
TRANSMIT ALL DATA TU KU-BAND bb2
 
TMITA MALAL KUSIGt12.HRKELR12iSEC12,S12 t63
 
293 KUSIG GATE SNF 1,JimREC 
 6a3 
294 TEST GE K12,PF3,SbCla od3
 
295 Et:Te 12,PF3 683 
BUFE MtCKO 683 
296 ASSIN 8r)kPF 083
 
297 P IORITY 0,SUFbER o3
 
o64
298 PkI iTY PF8 
299 ASSIGN 8,12,PF o83 
300 ASSIGh 9,312,PF b83 
301 SAVEVl.uE V58,PF9 *8d 
302 L4VE 1,PF 3 663 
b83
303 TEH INATE 

TRANSMIT PART oATA TO KU-BAND 	 o84
 
TMITP MACRO SECI ,0,R12,FIHkEC.KUSIG.V32,DGTI2 685
 
30 SECI2 ASSIGN 1O'kl2,PF 685
 
t84
305 SkLIT I.00T12 61
300 ASSIGN 3,y32,PF 

od
307 TPANSFER ,HAREC 

308 T>:i2 A SIvNj 3,PFIOPF 65 





TRASI4IT DATA TO H.. RICORDER 
 o90
 
CoA MAChIL bkAEC,5,LOSESR$,PF3,PART5,DUPSO b9O
 
310 ' EC PPI3, ITY 0 
 690
 311 GA t :)F 5,LOSE5 
 osO31z TEST GE 5,tF3,PART5 6v0
31 i EUTER 5,PF3 60314 TRANSER ,CJMP5 
TRA, SMI T PA T JATA TO HIGH RATE RECORDER 691 0924 lEC0P MACRO PARTS,O0R5,5,11,PFIOPF1IOUMPSfl+tV o92315 !AKT5 ASSIGN IO,S ,PF 
 69z
316 ENTtR 5,15 bsz
317 ASSIGN 11,V41,PF 
 692
31$ SAVtVALUE 5+,PFII 









321 LSES SAVEVALUE 5+,PFF3 
 ov7
 322 TERMINATE 

699
DUMP H.R. RECORDER TO KU-BAND 
7o0
 
DUMP4ALL DATA Tul KU-BAND 70aJ7
DUMPA MACRG DUMPS,DLAY5,12,DLASA,R12,$EAL .5,KUSIGI5O 
 70Z
 
323 DUrP5 GATc U 5C,OLAY5 
 702
 324 GATE SNF 12,ULASA 
 702
 
325 TEST GE R12,MPF3SEA12 
 702
326 LEAVE 5,PF3 
 702
327 TRANSFER ,KUSIG 
 7u3
 
DUMP PART DATA TO KU-dAND 
 704
UUn$PP MACRO SEAl2,IJ,R12,4,0,DLA5A.PF1OV32,MOVE5,5 
 704
328 SEAI2 ASSIN 10,t12,PF 
 704
329 bLIT 1,MUVEs 
 704
330 PRIORITY 4 
 704
331 ADVANCE 0 
 704
332 ASSIGN 3,V32,PF 
 704
333 TRANSFER ,DLASA 
 7UA
334 MOVE5 ADVANCE 0 
 7U4
 335 ASSIGN 3,PF10,PF 
 704
336 LEAVE 5,PF3 
 705JUMPi MACRO KUSIG 7 05337 TRANSFER ,KJSIo 706

DELAY UNTIL DCINLINK AVAILAdLE 
 70

ULAYl MACRO bLAY5,3,DUNtP5 
 107
33$ DLAY5 PRIORITY 3 
 707.
339 A0VANCE V5 
 707
340 TRANSFER ,tJvP5 
 7v 6 DELAY GE TIKE uIT 
7 Zi9 
709
DLAY2 MACRO DLA5A,IDUMPS 
 7d9
341 DLA5A PRIORITY 1 
























345 ASSlbN 3,MX4(1,201)PF 721 
723








TRANSMIT ALL DATA TO EXPERIMENI KAU4 727 
TANSA MACRL RAUPT,2,HLD2,R2,SOME2,RAUGUIOPRTS 727 
345 RAUPT GATE SNF 2,HLLD2 727 
TEST GE M2,PF3,SOE2347 
 727





349 ASSIGN 6,PfMPF 127
 
727
350 PRICRITY OoUFFER 727,
 
351 PRIORITY F?3 
 747




354 SAVEVALUE VSd,PF9 727
 
355 LEAVE 2,PF3 727
 
356 TRANSFER ,IOPKT 728
 












359 P1IORITY 12 
 729
360 ASSIbN 3,V22,PF 729 
361 ADVANCE 1 749 
362 TRANSFER ,RAUPT 719 
363 TRVL ASSIGN 3,PF'ICPF 7 9 
364 TRANSFER ,RAUGG 7s0 
DELAY TRANSMISSIUN ONE TIME UNIT 731
 
WAITA MACAU HLLD2Zl12,RAUGO 731 
365 HOLD2 PRIORITY 11 731 
366 QUEUE. 2,PF3 731 
367 ADVANCE 1 731 
368 DEPART 2,Pf3 7iI 





TQANSiIT ALL DATA TO EXPERIMENT 1/0 4 3 
,S3 736
 TRNSA paCtu IrPRT,3,HtLC3,R3,SUME3, IOQS,SPLZ 736 












TEST GE k3,PF3,SGME3 
1005 ZtTt 3FPP3 
BUf ER YA73s 
A *ta , P PF 
Pt CkITY O0oUFFER 
P; tCI TY Pf: 
L5 gN 8,3,PF 
s NCh 9'5%PF 
SAVALUE V3,PF9 
LJc 3,PF3 
)NSF R ,SPLZ3 
TR',SM.IT PAST DATA TO EXPEZIMEnT 1/0 
TPN5P ,LC-C CAc3,1O,R3,TRVL3,1 ,IOPRT,PF1O,IUGGSIV O 






























L G.4 3,V30,PF 
£Y A C 1 
T.SSFER ,IIPRT 
TRVL3 A$SI 3,P10,PF 
T ;.5FER ,IjGS 
4DLAY TRA,,5,1 SIUt ONE TIME UNIT 
WAITA ,' C.C HGLb3,15,3,1OPRT 
HOLD3 POKlI IY 15 
2L 3,PF3 
AV vAKC.rE 1 
?,.*hT !tPF$ 
T-AJSFEk w1'PRT 
4 EXTRh CJIL) SE CHAGED TO AN ASSIGN BEFORE POSEG If 5ME DATA 





























PART 2. 1/0 TO COhUtEK TO I/0 TO PAYLOAD OATA INTERLEAVER 17 749 















TR4ZSMIT DATA TO EXPERI4MENT COMPUTER 
COMPA NCRO EfCPU,R4,FOREB,4,FOREA 
EOCPU TeST GE R4,PF3,FORK6 
E';TE& 4,PF3 
FOKEA Llh( 4,FIFC 
COMP8 flACiD FGNco ,4,FORECFORED 4,FOREAV9 
FORES TEST G ALOFoRLC 
ASSIGN 4,, 4,PF 
SPLIT IrOkEO 
E1#TE '. 4 
Tkt1;SFER JFmEA 
FORED ASSIGN 3,'v9PF 
CGMPC MACAO FuRECFOREA,4,FREE,4OREF,8UFE4 











































COAPD M 4CO 
SUFE4 SEIZETEST E 
kcLEASE 
TEIItNATE 




















































EXPErIMENT ENGI!Ed-wIkD bATA 5TOPS HERE SINCE 
FROM THE COMPUTER 







TRANS1I T ALL DATA vACK THRU etPERIMENT 1/0TINSA XAC fl 3A T 
IJLXP GATE SNF 3T6TEST G5 R-',PFB,HAF3 
































TRANSMIT PAAT JIA BACK THRU EXPEKIMENT I/O
TRNSP MACRi hAF3,O,R3tZIP3,:6,]OEXP,PFIO,IOETRV23




4'3 SPLIT IIZIP3 7b5 







































PAKT 3. PAYLOA OAA INiTERLEAVcR TO TRANSMIT 	 7t,9 
4770
 
455 SEGPD TRANSFER .P)SFG 771
 
44 	 44 773 
* 	 MOOULE 4. uJSYSTEM ENGINEERING DATA 774 
* 	 0* 775 
4777 
477b 
" PART 1. SUBSY5TEI TU I/C 779 
* 	 780 
SUBSYSTEM ENGINEdRING DATA INPUT 7h1 
762 
'5 GENERATE 1,,2O ,I4775,,25PF 7b3 
457 A5SIGN j,AX4(1,21),PF 7b4 
45a TRANSFER ,SKIP 765 
$59MODL4 ASSIGN 3,FN$FLO.I,PF 7e6 
'62 ASSIGN 3aV15,PF 767 
" I SKIP PRICRITY 10 788 
'2 TEST E PF3,OEkAUS 789 
'63 TERMINATE 790 
4791 
SUBSYSTEM RAU 7v2 
4, 793 
TRANSMIT ALL DATA TO SUBSYSTEM RAU 794 
TRNSA MACRO EkAUS,14,nAT14,R4,PRT14,ERAUN,tIUUl4 7 5 
464 ERAUS GATE SNF 14,nAT14 795 
4b5 TEST GE R14,PF3,PRTI4 795 
466 ERAUN ENTER 14, PF3 795 
BUFER MACRO 795 
467 ASSIGN 8,PR ,PF 	 795 
465 PRIORITY 0,BUFFER 795 
469 PKIORI7Y P1- 7c5 
470 ASSIGNq 8t14,PF 795 
471 ASSIGN 9,S14 PF 795 
472 SAVEVALUE V5d,PF9 795 
473' LEAVE 1',PF3 795 
474 TQANSFER ,EIOSG 795 
TRANSMIT PART )ATA TO SUBSYSTEM RAU 796 
TRNSP MACRO PRTI4t10,R14,MVP14,12,ERAUSPF1OERAUN,V34 797 
475 PRTI4 ASSIGN IC,R1',PF 797 
476 SPLIT IMVP14 797 
477 PRIORITY 12 797 
473 ASSIGN 3,V34tPF 797 
479 ADVANCE 1 797 
480 TRANSFER ,ERAUS 797 
4'6 MVP14 ASSIGN 3,PFIOPF 797 
482 THANSFER ERAUN 797 
* DELAY TRANSMISSIUN ONE TIME UNIT 798 
'AITA MAC ,0 AT14,11,14,ERAUS 799 
483 WAT14 PmIOKITY ii 799 
484 LUEUE 14 PF3 799 
485 AUVANCE 1 799 
46Bo DEPART I",PF3 799 












































































































488 EIjSG GATc 	5NF 

489 TFST GE 



















































PAsr JATA TO )USSYSTEM I/0 
















































SiSY5TEPr DATA IN 1/o; 90 PERCENT TERMINATED 10" 
SUoSYSTEN COMPUTER. 
SBTRH CJULC BE CIANED TO AN ASSIN BEFORE POSEG IF SOME DATA 
5YPASSES ThE CZNPuTER. 
512 SPL15 SPLIT I.36TRM 
513 ASSIGN 3,VISPF 
314 TEST L PF,1,S8CPU 
515 ASSIGN 3,1,PF 







TRANSMIT DATA To SUSYSTEM COMPUTER 
COMPA MACRO 































522 ! ~. 
523 T ,5FER 
524 TEEN& 5 !6, 
CDMPC M Ctc 








529 TEENE .,,K 
530 5PLIT 
531 ,FLEASE 
532 T ;rI;ATE 
CORPD MCtC 

533 OdF16 Sizcu 







537 TEENG TFST L 
533 AsSSGr. 
539 TP tP ER 
540 TEENk ASSI&N 












0 	 547- SAVEVALUE 


































































































































549 IDSUb G±TE SNF 

550 TEST GE 





















560 HAF15 ASSIGN 
561 SPLIT 
SUBSYSTEM ENUINEkEING uATA STOPS HERE SINCE IT IS NUT CALLED 
FR: ThE CO.IPLTER 





























562 PQIkCITy 16 
563 ASSIGN 3,V35,PF 
564 ADVA,CE 1 
S:5 TR?A.5Eg ,IJSUP 









































































t E.LuY T7ANSAISSI UNtE TIME UNIT 





1 5, F3a:vAN.Ct 1 









T 13F 	 INTERLEAVER TO TRANSMIT
-. PAYLOAD DpTA 

ZLtA dATA INTTELEAVER 

PAYLOAD DATA INTEkLEAVER 

Tr!i-A '?CAO PLSb ,7,dAIT7,K7,PART7,PDENT,UCSEG.,5 

PDS% G TE SNF 7,AIT7 

T=ST GE k7,P3,PArT7 

PD)EUC EN TEh 7,PF3 

TZ*ASrIT ALL AT4JaT 

ASIG N a,0APF 

P-tO ITY O,dUFFER 





ASSIbN 9,S7, PF 






T ArSIT PART OATA Tj PAYLUAO DATA INTEBLEaVER 
TR.$P MtCC PART7,10,R7,MVP7,16,PDSEG,PFIO,PDENT,V27 








TP uSF ER ,POSEG 





* 	 DELAY TRANSMIS ION ONE TIME UNIT 

nAITA MACK0 oAIT7,15,7,PDSEG 









TAN SpER ,POSE, 
# 

* DATA AC(UISITION CUNTROL AND BUFFER UNIT~0

0 TRANSMIT ALL DATA TO OACBU 

TRUi$A MACRO< DCStv,:b,oAITS,R8,PARTBDCENTDLSEGt.5 

DCSEG GATE SNF 8,,iAIT8 

TEST GE &,FF3,PAAT8 










































































































603 PkICITY PF6 

60, ASSIGN 8,nPF 

OC5 ASSIGN 9,8,PF 

60! SAVEVALUE V d,PF9 





TRAtSII PAKT DATA TO OACbU 

TFNSP MACRP PA. T8,10,IdMOVP8,16,DCSEGPFIOIOCENTtV2I 

609 0 ARTE ASSIGN ICfSPF 

610 SPLIT I,4OVP8 

611 PRIORITY I( 

bI ASSIGN 3,V28,PF 

613 ArVAI,CE I 

614 T&ANSFER cOCShG 

515 
 M3VP8 AbSIN 31PF1IP F
 
61 TRANFE ,UCENT 

DELAY TmANSHISSION ONE TIME UNIT 

nAITA MACRO AI4T8,15,8,DCSEG 

617 MAIT8 PRIGRITY 15 

618 QUEUE 8,PF3 

619 ADVANCE 1 

620 DEPAnT 8,PF3 





- DOWNLINK AVAILA&LE? 





TRANSMIT ALL DATA TO KU-BAND 

TM ITA MACI D KUPRT,12,NETp4O0R2,PTL12,S,12 

623 &UPRT GATE SNF 12,NE TWO 

624 TEST GE R12,PF ,PTL12 





626 ASSIGN 8,PKPF 

627 PRIORITY 0,JuFFER 

623 PRIdITV PF3 

629 ASSIGN 6,12,PF 

630 ASSIGN 9512,PF 

631 SAVEVALUE VSBPF9 





TRANSMIT PART OATA TO KU-BAND 
TMITP MACRO PTL12,10,Ie12,NETdO,KUPRTV32, 0TD 
634 PTL12 ASSIGN 10,R12,PF 
635 SPLIT I,)OTDO72 
636 ASSIGN 3,V32,PF 
637 Ti<ANSFEA ,NETi,C 
633 DOTO ASSIGN 3,PFIOPF 
639 TtAhSFEK KuPhT 

640 NETsO GATE U '9,LtlKFC 

- NETnORK SIG4AL F4OCE SOR 




























































































































































655 TAANSFER ,LMEC bo 
656 DTI1 ASSIGN 3,PFIO,PF 660 
657 TRANSFER ,KaPkT 86O 
LOZP MAINTENA,4CE RECORDER b&2 
8 $3 



















662 TNANSF ER uNJP99 5 
- TAAN$ I PART DATA TO L.M. RECORDER .b6 


























DUMP L.M. RUCLKDER T1 F.M. SIGNAL PROCESSOR 089 
*890 
DUMP ALL DATA TU F.M. SIGNAL PROCESSOK 091 

































676 PRIGRITY 14 o94 
677 ADVANCE 1 894 
678 ASSIGN 3,V30,PF 894 
679 TRANSFER ,DdMP9 bv4 
bAi 






































Tc 444SF ER 























692 TRA,SFEK ,CUJP9 '99 
* F.ri. SIGNAL PRUCESQA90 
o,L 
TRANSMIT ALL DATA TJ F.t. SIGNAL PkUCEbSOR 903 
TVIT. itC FIPT,10,DUP9,ROSEG10,SI0 904 











































TRANShIT PAAT DATA TO F.M. SIGNAL PROCESSUK 
TITP M C'G St1,0,RID,UMP9,FMPRT,V30,DUTIO 
5C10 ASSILN 10,RIOPF 

















709 TRANSFtR ,FMF.T 906 













t O 4 C 911 
4* 912 
I9UOULE 5. 0L'4.LJNK SCHEDULE **913 
914 






6X2 II,) 417/!X2(l,2) ,422/iXZIl,3) ,425/IX21,4J 50 
X2(1,5),503/MX2(1,I),56I/AA2{I7),583/MX2(, )594 




































1. 1TI AL 
714 CG,.E4ATE 
715 LOO2P A 51GN 




720 luVtl t1SIGN 





41 72o RELFASE 








733 TK 4%SF EK 

734 GUhED ASSIGN 











MX (1,21),1286/MX2(1,22],1339/MX2(1, 23),1344 943
 








9 7 	 923,
MXE( 1,3b),1731/X2(I,57) ,175/hX11,36),16

MX( 1,39),1914/MXZ(l,40),19 8/MX2L1,41),1939 9Z9
 
MX2(2 ,42) 2 0b9/IX2(1,43),074/MX2(I, 44 ) ,20j4 
 930
 
tY2(1 45),2117/MX2(1,4o) ,2274/MX2(1,47) 2289 931 
?Xc(I 4d))I247/MX2(1,49) 2453/MX2(I,50) ,2511 932 
e.aCI1,51),251 7/MX2( 1,52),2586/MX2( 1,53),2594 943 
MX2(,1 54),2611/MX2(1,55),2bl7/hX (1,50) 2672 934 














































INITIAL MX3( 1 2),299/MXi(2,2) 
CREATE CLNTCL TRANS. 9-7 
SET INDEX 938 
FIRST TIME ThROUGH? 939 
940
 
SET FIRST CHANGE TIME 	 941 
Gu Tu DJAN LINK SECTION 	 Q42 
FIND NEXT STATUS CHANGE 	 943
 
V44 
INCREMENT EVENT COUNT 	 '945
 
FIND NEXT CHANGE 	 946
 
TIES UP FACILITY 50 	 9'7
 
DawN LINK AVAILABLE 	 948 
RELEASES FACILITY 50 	 949
 
































INITIAL MX3(1 3) ,301/MX312,3) 340/MX3(3,3) 12 7o8 
INITIAL MX3(1,4),3Z6/MX3(2,4) 2B8O/MX4(3,4) 13 969 
INITIAL MX4(1,5) ,362/X3(2,51 360/MX3(3,5) ,12 970 
INITIAL MA3(1 6),452/MX3(2,6),330/MX3,63 6),13 971 
972
INITIAL MX3(1,7)487/MX3(2,7),280/MX3(,7),12 
INITIAL 'MX3(1 a),522/NX3(2, 8) 360/MX3(3,8) ,13 973 
INITIAL MX3(1 .9) 5bl/MX3(2,9 ,300/MX3(3,9) 13 974 
INITIAL MXsII ,.10),/26O/MXJ312 ,10) ,3100/XS(, W0 ,1 V75 

































































































































sXJ(1 ,16)3SlI/MX3(2,1$) ,bO/MX5(3, 18) 13 

MX3( I,19),B4/MX3(2,19 ,323/,X3(3, 1,) 13 

o5MX3(2,20) f480/MX3(3,20),3
A3(I11 I20, S1,9/,40 	( 2, l ) v7/,IX3( 3 21) 13 
MX3(1,22), 44/I.X3(2,2Z),7/MX3(3,22),l5 

MA3(I ,23 )949/hX312,23) ,340/MX3(3,23)I2
28  







X311 ,27,10191X3(2,27) ,230/;4X3(3,T7) ,13
mX 3 23 ,Ne , ~/MX3 (2,  8})320/AXJ( 3,28 ) 13 
MA 3(I ,2;),I086/MX3(2,29i) 7/MX3(3,29),13 





MX3(l 32) 1123/MX3(2,32) ,7/MX3(3,32), 13 

MX,(1,A)II6b/iX3(2, 3 1),330/MX10 3,33),13
3
 
MX3(I,34),1IBl/MX3(2,34),320/MX3( ,34Y,1 3 
3 (3

















































MX,(1 54) ,471/MX3(2,54),7/MXzS3 r54)f13 














:-X3( 1 61) '3032/MX3(2,61) 7/MX3(3,61),12 
MA3I .62) 3L67/MX3(2,b2) 7/MX3(3 5b2313 
MXj11 ,)1 i4/IX;(2,oiJ 7/mXil(3 03) 13 
tX I1 64),3104/MX3(2,64 ) 350/0X3{3,6'),13 




!31, T),3133/14X31267) 7/MX3(3,o7)12 


































































































































































































































MX(1 76) ,373/MX3(2,76) 7/MX3(3 76) p15 

MY3(t1 77) ,3325/MX3(2,77) ,340/MX3t3T,7l,13 

X3( 1,78) ,3325/MX3(2,78) 7/MX3(3,78),21 

X;( 1,7),329/MX3(2,79) 230/MX3(3,79) 13 
eXi( 1 ,80),3334/,iX3(2,80) 32W/AX3(3,0),12 
MX3( 1,31) ,3397/1X3(2,81) 1320/X3 { ,$11,13 
MX3( 1 ,2213AO ,/14X3(2,82),330/M X3(3, 62 ), 
2 2 





MX3(1 ,o) 444 3/,MX3(2,o) 20/MX3(3,86) 13. 










MX3(,151 ) 919/MX3(2,91),7/MX3(3,91),19 

MXJ(1 921,4 14/MX3(2,92) ,230/MX3(3,92),13
3




































































































































































































INITIAL Xi1 126),5861/MX3(2,128) 330/MA3(3t128),13 1093
 1094
INITIAL iX3(1 t!29),5947/MX3(2.129),330/MX3(3,129k,13 
INITIAL MX3(1,130),595o/MX3(2,130),340/MX3(3tl0) ,13 i095 
INITIAL X,\311 '31,39ol/MX3(2,31) ,320/MXA13,131) 13 1L96 




INITIAL MX3( I,I 






INITIAL rX3(I ,I37),7Co5/X3(2,137)300/MA3(3,13713 

INITIAL MX( 1,13S),7075/MX3(,138),50/MX3(3I1 38) 13 1103
 
INITIAL MX3(1,139),7230/MX3(2,139) ,230/MX3(3,139) 12 1104
 





INITIAL X13(1 ,1423b7255/MX3(2,1 42),280/11X3(3,142),13 1108INITIAL NVAs! .143),7257/14X3(2,143) 280/1XA(3,143),13 
INITIAL ,iXs 1 ,144),734 0 /MX:(2,144) 7/MX3(3,144),13 ii09 4 5),13 1110
INITIAL :X3(1 14S),732b/MX3(2,145) 300/MX3(3,1

-Il
INITIAL t 3(1 ,l46),7383/MX3(2,14.),330/HX3(3,146),13 























INITIAL mX1 ,150 ),77l8/MX3(2,1 6),300/MX3(A, 156) 13p121
 1122
INITIAL MX3(I,157),77!d/X3(2,157),7/MX3(3,157),12 
INITIAL HA3t ,15I),7740/MX3(2,158) 7/liA3(3,158),IZ 1123 
INITIAL .X3I,159),7755/MX3(2,159),7/MX(3,159) 13 ii24 
lit
INITIAL MX(1 ,160),7770/X3(2,I160,330/MX3(3.,160),12 

INITIAL X1l),1017770/MX3(2,I61)7/%IX3(3,161) 12 1126
 
























INITIAL M>s(I,172),6040/MXO(2,172) ,340/mX3(3,172),13 1137
 
INITIAL VXx3(1 ,17),8040/MX3(2,173),7/FX3(5,I73),16 1138
 
INITIAL MX3(1,I74),SJ43/MX3(2,174) ,230/MX3(5,i74) ,13 1139
 
1140








INITIAL MX3(I 179),8177/1iX3(2,179) 320/MX3(3, 179) 13 1144
 
1145
IN ITIAL MX3(i ,'30),3191MX3(2,1b0),310/MX3(3,I8O),13 
 114








































































































,9084/MX3'( ,184) 2 801HX337
1 84 )t

HY,(I,1b5),9244/MX3(2tI5) 4BQ/IlXBI 185)13 

MX3 ( 1,66 ),931b/MX3(2 I8b) 300/KX (3,1B6),z 





ty (I , 8),qL70 / xS I2 ,jSb) 3 00 / X 3,186)  
mx3(lIIo9),i 40/.MX3(ZI69) 23U/i,,X3( 189),13 
MX,3 (1 19c), 542/MX3(2,190) ,340/MX3( 3,190),13 





iA3(I ,1 3),7CU/MX5(2'093) 230/AX3(3, 1931,13 

YX 1,1194), )7 00/ tX32194),7/lX3 31,194) 15 

14x3(I ,Al5),9702/l4X3(,195) ,340/MX3( ,195] 13 

tfXi(I I96),,728/MX3(2,19 ),7/MX3( ,196)l 22 

MX(II 17 ),q7Z8/MX,(2,197),ado/MX3{3,197 ,12 

Mx3(I, 19o), 763/MX3(2,1 98 ),SoO/MX3(3, 1)813 







px3( 1 2r2 I , i0014/ X5(2t2021 3350040 (3, 2) ,13 
MX3 I103),IOG23/m.X3 2,23) ,340/,lX3( 3,203) 13 
MX3(1 204),1iC48/MX3(2,204) ,7/MX3(3,204),15 








MA3(1 20o),IG096/1iX3(2,2(d) ,7/MS( 3,20B,13 3 
riX3tl,C),Ojib/pMXB(2,209)to5011h 3(,209 )t1
 
X3( 1 21C), 1209/MX3(2,2C) ,2 /MX3(3,ZlO),I3 














MX3 I , lb), 10349/1MX3(2,216) ,7/MX3(3,210),20 

MA3(11 217), 10349/MX3(2,217) ,300/MX3(3,217),13 

MX3(1 ,I03S0/MX3(2,2I8) ,3401MX313,218) .13 

Xo(I 219),C10353/MX312,21V) ,230/IX3(3,219) ,13 

MA3(1 220),10356/MX3(,220),350/11X3(3,220 I13 








MYjI, 2 4),104 1/MXj(2,224),23O/MX3(3,224),12 

X3(1 225),1I0425IMX3IQ,225) 3O/MXB( 3,225) 13 

VX3(1 2261,10488/4X3(2,226) ,7/V.Xi(3,2268 13 
2 

MXa(1,A7CIHX3( , 7 ),3 0/rX3(5,227),i 

MX3 (I,2 28),10502/MX3(2,22d,330/MX3I3,228),12 

M,\l(l,229,10502/MX3(2,2 25 ),7/MX3(3,229).16 

NXZ1 2.C),105 5/MX3(2,i3C) 7/V.X3(3,230)1,3
2
 







MX3 [1,234),115551MX3(2,23 60),2/in.X3I3,24),I 
3 
MX3(1,235),'162(6/Mx3(Z,235)F300/r4X3(3 2351 3 
MXJ(1P3b),1I7S6/MX3(2,236),300/1X3(3,226)1
7 )1 3 
MX(I,237),11850/MX312,437),230/hX3(3,23 
X3(1 238), 11956/HX3(2,23b1,350/MX3(3,23 6).13 









































































































INITIAL MXI(1,241),1200I/11X3(2,241) 350/X3(3,241) 13 120 
INITIAL !MX3(1,2423,'20I9/MX3(2,242) 440/MA3(3,2421 3 12G7 
INITIAL MX3(1 ,243),I2038/MX3(2,243),280/MX3(3,243),13 i208 
INITIAL iX3( I,244),I2!64/MX3(2 ,244) 33U/MX3(J,244f) 13 1409 
I ITIAL MkX3(1 , 4 5),1217j/MX3(2,245) ,340/,'X3(3,245),13 1210 
IN1ITIAL 3(1 ,2L6),12*v3/lX3(2,246) 280/MXB(3,246)iB .cI1 
INITIAL MXJ(1,247),'12234/X3(2,e47),3eO/tX(3,2475 13 1212 
INITIAL X3(I ,246),12273/1X3(2,248),3U/MX3(3,248) 13 1413 
It.ITIAL XX3(1 ,249)tI224/NX3(2,249) 330/MX3(3,249) 13 I214 
INITIAL Yj(Iz5Of),I2394/;lX3(2,250),36U/PX3(3,250),13 1215 
INITIAL X (1 ,251),12'33/MX3(4,251) ,300/11X3(3 ,251),13 1216 
.ITIAL Xi( 1 ,252),1246d/MX3(2,252),7/MX3(3,252),13 1217 
INITIAL MXJ(1,I53),125ZO/nx3(2,253),260/14X3(3,253)tld 2I18 
INITIAL MX3(1,254) 12,20/IX3(2,254),7/NA3(3'254),I3 1219 
INITIAL M 3(1 ,25) ,125 4/MX3(Z,2555) 7/MX3(3,255),8 1 20 
111TIAL My3( ,25),14 603/MX3(2,256) , /eX313,256)513 1221 
INITIAL MXJ(1,257) 12041/,4X3(2,257), 20/ mX3(3,257),13 i22 
IITIAL MX3(1 ,25 ) 1264I/MX3(2p25 ) 7/hX3(3,25d),13.1 
INITIAL NY 3(1 ,259), 12o1/ 3(2 ,59) ,340/MXi(3,259),12 124 
IITIAL rXs3c( ,2oC), 12t61/MX3(2,26C) ,7/MX3(3 26U) 18, 1225 
INITIAL MX3 (Ibl) 12666/?X3(2,261) 050/MX3(3,261),l1 1c26 
I ITIAL MX311 ,2b2)12?7/4X3(2,2&2) ,7/tX3(3,2b2),lb 147 
INITIAL MX3(1,126) 12733/MX3(2,263) ,35(/ NXS(3,263),13 I228 
INITIAL 1X3(l 264),2733/MX3(2264),7/MX3(3,264)v16 IC9 
INITIAL N3(1,265),127,6/NX3(2,265)3 20/MX3(3,265),I3 1230 
INiITIAL IlX3 (I,2b6), 12S21/MX3(2,266) ,34(/MX3(3,266),13 12Ji 
INITIAL vX3( ,2o7), 122d1/MX3(2,207) ,7/MX3(3,2671,16 iL1 
INITIAL MhX3I1,2o85 12824/X3(22665),230/MX3(3,266),13 14J3 
ItITIAL MX3 (I 2(;9),12o9l/MX3(2,269J ,7/1.X3( 3,269) ,13 1234 
INITIAL MX3(1,C270,1281/MX3(2,270) ,230/MX3(3,270), 12,5 
INITIAL MY3(1271),12 907/X3(2,271) 7/mX3(3,271),13 12 31 
INITIAL MXJ(1,272)hIz958/MX3(2,272) 320/MA3(3,272) 13 1237 
INITIAL MX311,273),12972/MX3(2,273) 330/MX3(3,273),13 14 8 
INITIAL MX3(I,74), 1O3S/HX3(2,274) 330/MX3(3,274),13 1239 
INITIAL MX3(1,275),13'4711X3(2,275) 340/MA3(3,275) 13 1240 
INITIAL MX3(1,27),13053/RX3(2,276),320/MX3(3,276)1,12 1241 
INITIAL MX3(1,277) 13215/X3(2,277) 360/MX343,277),12 *142 
INITIAL MX3(1,278) 13375/MX3(2,2781 ,360MA33,27d).12 1243 
INITIAL MXS(1,279),13665/MX3(2,279),280/MX3(3,279) 13 1,44 
INITIAL MY3(1,280),1393o/MX3(2,280),300/MX3(3,250),13 1245 
INITIAL fX3(1,281) 14025/MX3(2,281) ,280/MX3(3,281),13 1246 
INITIAL MX3iI,282),14097/4X3(2,282) 300/MX3(3,282),12 1247 
INITIAL MX3(1, 3),1416IdX3 283i,350/NX3(Z,33),13 1248 
IN1TIAL tX3(I,24),14321/MX3(2,284),230/MA3(3,284),13 i249 
INITIAL MX3(1,285),14323/MX3(2,285) ,340/MX3(3,285) 13 1250 
INITIAL MXJ(1,2?6),14327/MX3(2,286) 530/MX3(3,288)t12 1251 
INITIAL nX3(lta7),14347/KX3(2,287),280/MX3(3,267),12 1252 
INITIAL MX3(I,28b)t14348/MX312(,288) 280/MX3(3,288),13 1453 
INITIAL MY(I1,289) ,14417/P'Xa(2,289) ,300/MX313,289).13 1254 
INITIAL hX3(W.290 14474/MX3(2,290) 330/MX3(3,290)13 1255 
INITIAL "X3(1,291),14475/hX3(2,291),7/MX3(3,291),21 1!56 
INITIAL MX3( 1 92,14451/eiX5(Z,292),23-/fIX3(3,292) 13 1257 
INITIAL MX3(I,293),14483/NX-(2,293),34:APAB(3,293),13 1258 
INITIAL MX3(I ,24),14509/MX2(2,294),7/MX3(3,294),22 129 
INITIAL PY3(1,295),14509/FX3(2,295) 28O/MX3(3,295),2 12bO0 
INITIA, XX3(1,29o),14t.4YX3(2,29b)3bo3/MA3i3,296),13 1e61 






















































































































1A3(1 31I),1474'/OX3(2,301) 300/MA3(3 301),12 1­
MX3(1 ,302),14779/MX3(2,302) ,7/MXS(3,302),I 12 o7 









MX3(1,37) ,A861/Mx3(2,307) ,7/Mx3(3,307),13 1272
 




FX31 ,31v),14977/MA3(2,31J ,350/hX3(3,310),13 1z 75
 
FX3(I II,),15044/MXJ(2,311) ,350/MX3(3, 11),14. 1276
 
MX3(I ,31BI),15047/NX3(2,312) ,320/ MX3(3,312),13 1277
 
f1X3(1 ,313),15048/MX3(2 313) ,4-$J/Mx3(3,313),2 1d78
 
MX3 (I,314), 1513/MX312 314) 301M 3J,(,314,)13 le.79
 
MX3( 1,15), 15197/MX3(2,3,5) ,340/VX313,315) ,13 i2oO
 
MA (1 ,316),152C2/NX31,316) ,30/MA3(3,316) .12 1281
 
MX3(1 317),15269/MX3(,l7) ,320/MX3(3,T17),13 1o2
 











NX (1,32 4, 1336/NX3(i,324),280/MA3(3,324),12 12 9
 
Mx3(I 325) ,1647/MX3(2,325 t3UU/NA3(3,325) 13 l9O
 




Mx (1 ,328,16633/hA3(2,328) ,40/MA3(3,328)113 1?93
 
MX3(1,3291,16637/MX3 z,329) 650/MX3(3,J29),13 1294
 
MX3(1 ,330),b1657/NX32,330) ,200/x3(3,330113 1295
 










M 3(1,33o),16980/hX3(2,336) ,280/MX3(3,33o), 2 101
 
hx3(,1 337) ,171i05/MX3(2,337) ,330/MX3(3,337) 13 1302
 
MX3(1.33EI1 7114/MX3 (2 338) .40/MX3(3,336)13 lj03
 
















IX3(l ,347J17512/MX3(2,347),30/MX3(3,347) 13 1312
 
MXi(1 ,346),I7515/MX3(2,348) 46U/MX3(3,348),4 1313
 

























































































































































































































































































MOuULE 7: CUHANO DATA 

SIjNAL PROCESSOR




























































































































SNI:3T C 'A.4b CATA TO MDM 1373
 
T-IT .- C MDIS ,17,ODLUZ,R17,MDLUL,517 1374
 
t15G ;-TE St.' 17 ,[LJZ 1374
 










2ZVE ALUt V-3,PF9 1374
 
.t v 17,PF3 1374
 
7--,SF ER ,UPISL 1315
 
MDJLUZ - EVALt 67+,PF3 1316
 
-z,: 1SN Tt 1377
 
a 	 13 18
 




-;ThS:IT CLfMFAND CATA TU UPC 1/0 BUSS 13bl
 
TITI ATC.C FIG ,I8,GPLUZ,R18,GPLUZ,S18 ib
 
GPI5Z, .1TE SNF 18,bPLUZ 13d?
 















7? ASFER ,UpCs 1313
 







7PA,SIT CU'IIMND DATA TO GPC 1338
 
Th IT r.CKC uPCS ,19, PLOZR19,GPLUL,519 13.9
 




























* 	 TAANSMIT CuMMAO DATA TJ GPC 1/0 BUSS 1396
 
TMIT !4Czq GPiSbl8,GPLUZR18,GPLUZSI8 1397
 
GPGSG GLTE SNF le,GPLUZ 1397
 





















TRL'"f I1 CC IM"D LATA TO MDM 

1402
TMIT rtC IZ .G,17,'OLUZ,K17,MDLUZ,S17 LO
817 OU S( GATE SJF 17,MD LU 1402
 
813 TEST GE R17,PF3,?)LUZ 1402 




821 A5SI&~L 8,17,PF 
1402822 ASSIGN 9,S 17 ,PF 1402823 SVEVALUE V53,PF9 1402




* ATT. PAYLOAu SEA 14058 
1406825 Tk AF.Sf .mX4( 1,5) ,SUB SY,PSPRT 14G7 
1408
* PSP KCUTING i 09
 , 1, 0 
PSPRT TKAIJSFER .MA4(1,o),CJMYS,PSp82o 1411TilT $AC P T,17,PLOtR17tPLOSTS17 

1411
827 PSP GATE SNF 17,PLC3T 
828 TEST 6E R17,PF3,PLO3T i411 






831 ASSICN 8,17',PF 

832 ASSIGN 9,S!7,PF 
 i411 
833 SAVEVALUE VSJ,PP9 11 
1411
834 LEAVE 17,PF3 
835 TPANSFER ,CjeyS 1412 
- 836 PLCST SAV=VALUL 67+,PF3 14134 
837 TEKO'INATE 1415 
P ART 
PAAT 2. 6RUUND CuVrANU DATA THROUGH KU-BAN,) 1.1601417 1418 
* COMAND DATA INPJT81419 
!420
 
839 ASSIGN 3,fX04tl,5),PF 










TRANSMI T UATA rHR KU BAND SIGNAL PROCESSOR 
 1425 
1446
RECEV MACRO CKIJBP,12,KULLS 








843 LtAVt 12,P3 1427
 
44 
 TRANSFER ,TIANS 1429
 
845 
 ULOS SAVEVALUe 12+,PF3 149
 
846 
 TEKMINATt 1 
A4 1, ),143TRANS 1%ANSF ER .847 

848 CWINO IKANSF'ER ,ldCOV 
84TEST TO 5 IF DATA IS FRLM CONTkUL PANEL 1432 1433849 CJPYS TEST tiE PF7,1,EACh 
1434850 TEST Nt. PF7,2,S5JC 
SUaSYSTEN GA EXPbRIMENT COMMANC(? 1435
 
851 TRANSFER .kX4(I6I,EXCoMSUCM 1436
 i457
 





TAANSFI T C WiMAq DATA T2 SUBSYSTEM I10 1440
 
ThIT MACAO StCM,15,SULUL,RI5,SULUZ,S15 1441
 




853 TEST Gt kI5,PF3,SULUZ 





653 ASSIGN 8,15,PF 1441 
857 ASSIGN 9,S15,PF 1441
 
1441
858 SAvEVALUE VSaPF9 

859 LEAVL 15,PF3 
 1441
 
860 TF ASEEK M4(1t 9)SUBCMSVBSY 1442
 






SUBSYSTEM COAPUTER 146 
0 1447 
COMPZ MACmO SUBCM R16,SUBBt16,SUBAtSICUM 1448 
863 SU5CM TEST GE Ki6,PF3,SUvB 1,4,6 
864 5UA ErThR it PF3 1448 
865 LEAVE 16,PF3 1448 
86o TRANSFER ,SICGtl 1448 
CC4PY MftCRO SUdb,R16,SUC ,SUBD.16.51CG.V9 1.49 
1 867 SUB TEST G 916,0,SUBC 1449 
144Io9PF
41 868 ASSIuN 
1 869 SPLIT I SUoD 1449 






871 LLAVE ItRlc 

872 TRANSFER S1CjM 

873 SUD ASSIGN 3,V9,PF 1449
 
CaMPX MACRO SuaC,SUeL,16,SUBESUBFtBUFFSCHI 
 1450
 
874 SU6C QUEUE l 1450
 
875 SEIZE 16 i450
 
1450
876 DEP4RT 16 
877 5uoE rEST NE Chlo, CSUoZ 1450 
878 UNLINK 16,SUBF,1 1450 
879 SPLIT 1,sUFFS 1450 






CUMPD M CRO EUFFS,16,X25,SUBGSU84,VI2,SUEVlVX24,16-
882 BUFFS SEIZE If 1451 
883 TeST E PF3,X25,SUBG 1451 
884 RELEASE It 1451 
885 TERMINATE 1451 
886 SUBG TEST L AZS,PF3,SUB4 1451 
887 ASSIGN 3,VI2,PF 1451 
888 TRANSFER ,SUoE 1451 
8B9 SUB4 ASSIGN 3,V11,PF 1 5l 
890 ASSIGN 2,X24,PF 1 51 
891 RELEASE 1t 1451
 
892 SAVEVALUE 16-,PF3 	 1451
 
693 LIN K It,LIFO 
 1451
 


















~ L~YTM1/0 1454i1455 



















































































I ' l 
161 
*14o2 
0 S SS STEM 1 4o3 1I'64 
917 
918 

















T.SlIT COMMANu CATA TO EXPERIMENT 1/0 
TMIT z;C~u EXCJM,3,EXLUZt3,EXLUZ,S3 
EXC.JM cATE SNh 3,EXLUZ 
TEST GE R3,PFB,EXLUZ 
E ',ER 3,PF3 
Bu FI-fER 
Si 4 N 8, ,PF 
AS51 N 9,S3,PF 
SAVEVALUk VSSPF9 
LF vc 3PF3 
T A.SFEP .AX4(1,10),EXPLMRAUE 














ErPikIrcNT C FdOT'c 14 7e 1477 
C4 MPL MACc, t>PCM,K4,tXPB,4,EXPAtEICGM 

930 EXPCM TEST it,Pr3EXPb
AE 





933 T, .SF& ,EIC P 

CJZPY F-C0fX ,o .4, EXP.CEXPD,4ElCM V9
-l 

934 EXP6 TEST G kAtEXPC 

935 A55,',x LP 

Q1 	 5LIT I, XPD 
ttT4 , c 
93? TRALSFER ,EICJP 

9L3 EXPD AS51G', 3,v4,PF 

CtlMPX NaCku cXPC, XPZ,4,EXPEEXPFEbUFCH4 
941 EXPC QOJEUE 4 
942 $IZE 4943 D PT 4 
944 EXPE TEST ,E C -,OEXPZ 

945 uNLIL 4,eXPFl 

940 SPLIT :,EuF 





CLJMPD AACLU ELuF,4,X23,EXP tEXPHV4,EXPEV3,X22,4-
949 E6UF S IZE 4 
950 TEST E Pt3,x23,EXPG 
951 RELEA3dd1 
952 TC hINATE 
-- EXPG
1 	 953 TEST L X 3,PF3,EXPH 
ON 954 ASSIG 5,V4,PF 
I 	 955 TPArSFER tLxPE 

956 EXPH ASSIGN 3,V3,PF 





959 SAvcVALUE 4-,PF3 

960 LINF LLI F-
960 CUmP E .I4kC EY P F, 23,22,6+ 

961 EXPF SAVEVALUE 2,PF3 





9oA TEk t I ATE 

*14o3 
EXPER IMENT I/0 

TRANSMIT COMMAND CATA TU EXPERIMENT 1/0 
TMIT ACNC EICtli,3,EYLLZR3,EXLUL,S3 

965 EICOM GATE ShE 3,EXLLZ 

966 TEST GU R3,PF-3,EXLUZ
 
967 ENTEt' 3,PF3 

963 BUFF8, 
969 ASSIUN 8,3,PF 
973 ASSIG 9,S3,PF 

971 SAVEVALUE V5$,PF9 

972 LEAVL 3PF3 

C EXPER I ET K AU 
,
































































































SAUL GaTE SNF 
97- TEST GE 









TRA ,SF cR 
-EXPE{IMENT 

9 4 	 EPSY SAVEVALU 





























PRT 3 CCNS CLTRLL PANEL 	 14q8 
= DATA INPUT 
GENEATI 
997 ASSIGN 





TzNSA P ACRC 
9e9 SUSI GATE SNF 
95 TEST GE 














go- Ts ANSFER 
!07 TIl5 TERMINATE 
1499 



















































100: 	 (PuSU TEST GE 
SIXTA ENTER 
3 LEAVE 
1 cE TRANSFER 
CimPY MACKU 


























1010 TANSFk SJbO1 1515 














51 ; TCSTN 
UL61K 
SPLIT 
5;/7Z L AS.: 
7 


























































































TRANSMIT ALL DATA BALK THRU SUBSY5TEM 1/0 
TKI15A MACRO 5UJUT,15,TRMI15,RIS,T RM15 ,SOIOGCRQD,SI5 
SUul GATE SNF 15,TRt15 
TEST uE lI5,PF3,TRM15 
























































TRANSMIT ALL'DATA TO EXPERIMENT 1/0 
TRNSA HACB LXPIO,3,TERl3,R,TERM3,GOEIO,CPUEX,53 
EXPIU tATE SNF 3,TER V3 
TEST' GE R3,PF3,TERM3 








1052 ASSIGN s P1530 1530
1053 PRI JfITY O,3uFFEK 
 1530
1054 PRIORITY PFH 
 15i0
1055 A±SIGN 8,3,PF 
 1530
1056 ASSlyN 9,53,PF 
 130
1057 5AVEVALUE V!3,PF9 
 1530
1053 LEAVe 3,PF3 
 1530
105 TR ASFR ,LPUEX 
 1531









TRANSMIT DATA TC EXPERIVENT COMPUTER 

CUMPZ MACKU 
lool CPUEX TEST GE 














1071 FOAAD ASSIGN 
CI MPX MACRO 







1075 FLARE TEST NE 





1078 FOARZ RELEASE 
1079 TERMINATE 
COMPD MACNO 
1080 BUUF4 SEIZE 
1081 TEST E 
1082 RELEASE 
1083 TERhINATE 

































































































































1096 EXPOI GATE SNF 

1097 TEST GE 



















1106 TQA SFER 
















































1109 CENEkATE . 1,,20C,,20,25PF 155911 1110 ASSIGN 3,AX4(1,17) PF 1560 








1111 GPCPT bATE SNF 

1112 TEST GE 



























































,t:JPP T 15o 


























TNSA MA CkL M IPTt7,MvLOZR17,tNL0Pt)MkOSUI0tS 17 1571
 
* TRANSMIT W,ZC ATA TO MDM 
1571
1130 MDMPT GATE SiF 17,hbLCZ 
 1571
1131 TEST E R17,PF3,IOLCP 
 1i71




15711133 ASSIc. o,PRPF 1571
1134 PPIECITY 0, UFFER 
1571
1135 PkI lITY PF3 
1,71
113o ASSIC',' b,17,PF 

1571
1137 ASSIGN 9,517,PF 
 1,71113e SAvEVALUA VS,PF9 
 1571
1139 LEAVE 17,PF3 1571
1140 TR t.FeR ,Sjds 

1KNSP MAC.[ MELaP ,lORi 7,M)IlT7,12,MMPTPFIO ,IOMR V52 1572
 
1572
1141 MDLJP ASSIGN 1Orki7,PF 
 1572
1142 SPLIT 1,1117 

1572
1143 PmICkITY IL 
 1572

'1!44 AS 51GN 3,V52,PF 
1572
1145 Au VALC E 1 

1572
1146 TRANSF E ,F)MPT 
1572
1147 MDM17 AzS1uN 3,0F1O,PF 

1572
1148 TQ A?,SF ER ,M) k 

1b,73 






H- SUBSYSTEM 1/0 1578 
H TRANSMIT GN&C )ATA TO SUBSYSTEM I/O 1579 i5dO
TRNSA MACRO SUIOS,15,SULOZ,RI5,SULOPSIOR,SUCPU,515 

1580
1149 SUIDS GATE SNF 15,SULOZ 

1580
1150 TEST GE KI5,PF3,SULP 
 1580





1152 ASSIGN 8,PPF 
 1580
1153 PKIORITY O,6UfrFER 

15b0
1154 PrIOKITY PFo 

1580
1155 ASSIhG 8,15,PF 
 15801156 ASSIGN 9,S15 ,PF 15801157 SAVEVALUE V5b,PF9 15o01158 L&AVE 15,PFS 1580
1159 TRANSFER ,SUCPU 1581TANSP MACL 5ULuP '0 ,15,SU61S,12, SUIS,PF1OIOR, V35 
1581
IlbO SULOP ASSIGN 10,RI5,PF 

1581
1161 SPLIT I,SUB15 
 15811162 PRIORITY 1 15611163 ASSIuN 3,V3,PF 15611164 AnVAN CE 1 15811165 TRANSFER ,JI 2S 15811166 SUB15 ASSIuN 3,PFlC,PF 
1167 TkAI FER ,S11 ~i582 1581o 



























SAXT TE; G 














1177 T thSrcR ,SJIe1 1586 
1178 SAXTO iu. 3,V-,PF 15b6 
CGMPX K CS SAXTC,SAXTL ,16,!AXTE,SAXTF,6AFI6,CH16 1587 
1179 5AXTC C ?A 16 15o7 









1183 t'Li ,N 16,SAXTF,1 1,87 
1184 SPLIT I,oAFI6 15o7 
1185 SAXTZ rELrtSE 16 187 
1186 TErKi:aATE 15b7 
CO'PDJ 'tCC dAFl;IbX25,SAXTGSAXTHV ,SAXTE,VII,X24,16- 1I68 
1167 8AF16 SEIZE 16 lhd8 
1188 TE!T PF3,X25,SAXTG 1568 




T;ST L X25,Pf3,SAXFH 
15$b 
15o8 
1192 ASSIQ, 3,V12,PF 1588 
' 1193 TP ER,54C  ,SAXTE 1588 
o) 11941195 SAXTH A St10 ASIG 3,V11 ,PF2 ,X24 ,PF 1568 
1196 AELEASE 16 i588 
1197 SA'E ALUE 16-,PFJ 15b8 
1198 LIh. Ie,LIFO 1588 
COMPE iACru SAXTF,25,24,16+ 1589 
1199 SAXTF SAVEVALUE 2,,PF3 1589 
1200 SAVEVALUE 24,PF2 1589 
1201 StVEVALUE 16+,PF3 1589 
1202 TERMINATE Th89 
41590 
o5U35YSEn I/0 1591 
]592 
TRAIN5iT GNLC DATA TO 5ESYSTEM I/U 193 
TmNSA FACA0 ICSUS,15,LUZSU ,R15.LUZSP.SUIR.SSRAU.S15 1594 
1203 1JSUS GATE 51F 15,LuLS it94 
1204 TEST GE' h25,PF3,LUZSP 1594 
1205 SUIR eNTEi 15,PFF 1594 
8UFEk HAC4C 1594 
1206 ASSIGi 8tPR,PF 1594 
1207 PRICk1 Ty 0,3UFFER 1594 
1208 PK It.ITY PFS 1594 









1212 LfAVE 15,PF3 1594 
1213 1RAISF Ek SSFAU 194 
TRNSP sA CO LULSP, I0,RI5,IOSIItlIOSUSPF1OSUIR,V35 1595 
1214 LUZSP ASSIC. 10,Kl 5,PF 1595 
1215 SPLIT 110515 1595 
121= PR IOFlITY 12 1595 
1217 A3SIGN 3 , 35 ,PF 1595 













* SO=SYSTEM RAU 537 
= TR!INShIT LLC DATA TO SU6SYSTEM RAU 15Y9 
T.SA MACRO0t 554AU,,SSLDL,R14,5SLUP,SRURSUbTRS14 loo 
12d2 
1223 






122-' SidUR ENT R 14,P3 1600 
,jER MACKO IoLO 









122- ASSIoN 8,14,PF 1b0 









123 T ANSFER ,SbTk 1600 





















123 IRANSFER ,SSKAUL' 1 
1239 
12 ­










= TRANSMIT GN&C OATA TO EXPERIMENT 1/U 16Db 
T JsSA MA CA0 EXO15,3,EELOZ ,k3,EELOP,EI0-R,EPCPU,S3 1607 



















124? PRIUKITY PF8 1607 
i146 AS5IuN 8,30PF 1607 
124 ASSIGN 9StPF 1607 



























































































































































































FL TA E' 
L , 
C3SNPY 1. -LR 








Ex03 4;5 is 3,PF1O,PF 
7-:.S?~ ,EILK 
*~ 






-FQk TE IGN 
C MPX 












COMP 	 v 



























































































* PART 2. EXPEtIMENT/SUbSY5TEM TO GPC 

* 
INPUT SUBSYSTEM GNEL DATA 













TRANSMIT G:v&C DATA TC SUoSYSTEN RAU Io29 
TRISA MACRC A,AU,I,SYLUL,R14,SYLUP,SRAR,SYIN0,S14 1630 
1299 
1300 






































1309 T VISFER ,5YI t 1630 
TRNSP MACdO SYLUP,1It14,SYR14,12,SYAUPFIOSRARV3' Iu~i 






























SUBSYSTEM I/G 1633 
1l34 




SYING SATE SNF 
SYI NKJ 1 
15,SYLOZ 










































































SU-ISYSTEN CO:-.UTEK I63" 
1641 
TKANSMIT GNLC ATA TL SUBSYSTEM CUMPUTER 16'I 
13i7 
CJMPZ V Lp2 




























































































































































































































TRANSMIT C4TA TO sU6SYSTEM I/l0 
TRNSA 	MACRL 


































































































































1383 TRANSFER It)PIT 

TrNSP MACKC 5YAP,10, 1,3YIH5,12,SYIG'JPFIOSINV35 

1334 SYLAP tSSIN 10 m.5,PF
 
13b5 SPLIT 1,oY115 

i336 PRIOITY 12 

1387 ASSIWN 3,V35,PF 

135^ ADVAhCt 1 

13a T4&Z5 R ,SYICU
I93 5YI15AI 5i'h 3P IC, PF 
1391 TRANSFER SI'R 
C' MOM 
TRANSMI T uATA T& PDM 1
TRN A MAC "X MLPRT,17,M 7ST,R7,MDLSP,MDERGPP,(T,S 7 
1392 MDPRT GATE 5NF 17,.DLST 
13)3 






1395 ASSIGN S,PR,PF 
1396 PR IOtI TY C,3UFFEI 
1397 PmIbkITY PFS 
1398 ASSIG 86,17,PF 
1399 AS5IGN 9,SI7,PI 
10O SfAEVALUE VSSPF9 
1401 LEAVE 17,PF3 
1402 TRANSFER ,CPPRT 
TRNSP V.AC6U0 MULSP,10,R17,DPI7,12,MOPRTPFIO,MDER,V52 

1403 MJLSP ASSIGN 1O, I7,PF 

1404 SPLIT 1,MuP17 

1405 PKICkITY 12 

1406 ASSIGN 3,V52 ,PF 

1407 AD VANCE 1 

1408 TAANSFeR t)JPtT 

1409 MDP17 ASSIGN 3,PFIO,PF 







TRNSA MACRO GPPRT,18,GPLSTRI 8,GPLSP, GIOR, GPCA S18 

1411 GPPRT GATE SNF 16,GvLST 
i412 TEST GE R13,PF3,6PLSP 
1413 GICR E"TE, 18,PF3 
BUFER MACr"' 

1415 Pk [ F ITY 0,oUFFER 

1416 PKI isI TY PF 

1417 ASSIGN ,I8,PF 
1413 ASSIGN 9,518,P 
1419 SAVEVALUE VS,PF9 
1420 LEA E lb,PF3 
1421 T{AhSF ER ,00CAT 
T RNSP INACK0 ALSP10,RtaIVP1B,12,OPPTtPFIOGIORV53 
1422 Gt)LSP ASSIGN I1, 1b,PF 
1423 SPLIT I ',9P1Si 














































































































































TaSA M4 C:C 
GPCAT GATE 5NF 
TEST Gb 
GPER EN TEt 













TK ASF ER 
TRNSP 	MACC 




















































INPUT EhG INEEKI .O GN&C OATA 
1450 GENEATE 1,, ,,1OtZSPF 
1451 AS51 N 3,4X4(l19) ,PF 
SEXPEKIENT KAU 


























































































































































































































































































TRANSIl T GNLC DATA TJ xPEIMENT COMPUTER 
CUMPZ MAC4 


































































































































































































































1509 PXBUF SIZE 
1510 TEST E 
1511 RELEASE 
1512 TERMINAT: 
1513 FOXTG TEST L 
1514 ASS[ 
1515 ThA 6FeE 
1516 FGXTH ASSIGN 
1517 ASSIGN 
1513 PELtaSe 
15 9 54vEVALUE 
1520 LIhK 
COMPE MALPC 
152i FOXTF SAVBALUF 
1522 SMVEVALUE 
1523 SAVLVALUE 
1524 TEFh IN AT 
* 














3,V3, PF !6S9 





















TRAhSNIT GN4C DATA TC EXPERIt1ENi itu 1704 
TANSA PA CrC 
1525 XPCOM GATE SNF 
152o TEST E 
1527 tX k ENTFK 
BUFER PACkO 
1528 ASSION 
o 1529 PRI ITY 
1530 PR IORI TY 





1536 XPLSP ASSIGN 
1537 SPLIT 
1533 PAIDRI TY 
1530 ASSIO, 
1540 ADVAP E 
1541 TRANSFER 
1542 XPC3 ASSIGN 
1543 TP ANSttER 
1544 TRAFA TR AtSF ER 
1545 MDLOZ LAVEVALUE 
154-6 TERhINATE 
1547 SUL0Z SAVtVALU6 





1551 SSL Z SAVCVALUE 
1552 TERMINATE 
1553 EELOZ SAVEVALUE 
1554 TERt.IWATE 
1555 SYLU7 SAVEVALUE 
1556 TERMINATE 


























3,V23 PF 1706 
17061 




K)P T.- 1707 






9 ,PF3 17121 5 1713 

























































































































































































































































5,1O,1 b I 18 24 30 3.6 42 48 54 60 66 72 1 























































































































































































































































2a, 81K BITS) 

60 66 72 I
54,lOe, 1Z 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 	 17-o
 
IC? 1)3 114 120 126 132 138 144 150 156 1o2 	 17o7
 7o*054,12,T1,E (HOURS) 





























42 48 54 60 66 72 1 	 lol
52,10,o 12 18 -24 30 36 1302
102 I0E 114 120 126 132 13E 144 150 156 162 
 ib0
54, 1,TIYE (HOUAS) 


























 1v52,106,6 12 18 24 30 3t 42 48 54 uc 	 816
 1317
























12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72 1 	 1831.
52,106.6 
 1852
102 i0C 114 120 126 13Z'138 144 150 156 162 
 1833
54,2,T1IE (H CtURS) 

,TATtMEXT 56,b8,FGUE 11: CONTENTS OF VAKIABLE KATE kECOKUER Al 	 1,
 
ldJ













6 LT4Tc" cNT 
2b - STATTmcT 
78 84 ;3 96 
o 	 STATEMENT 
8 5rTTtiMlET 



















Ho 78 84 'YO S 
60 STATEMENT 
8 STATtfRENT 
























































42 	 b6 '7Z I
5k,'Oo,o 1Z 18 24 30 36 46 54 O0 
13 10c 114 120 126 132 138 144 150 156 162 
5, 12 ,TIHE (H'IURS) 
















i2,lOo,6 12 18 24 30 36 42 4$ 54 oO 6o 72 1 




















>2,106,b 12 18 24 30 36 42 48 54 6O 66 /Z L 
























































































































76 84 90 i6 
60 STATeliNT 
8 STATc ENT 


















































26 5TATEM NhT 







30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72 1
52,106,6 12 18 24 





CPU AS A FUNCTIl

















52,106, 12 18 
 24 30 36 42 48 54 60 66 72 1 

102 Ioe 114 120 1?6 132 138 144 150 156 162 
54,12,TItE (HUURS) 


















52,106,5 12 18 24 30 3b 42 48 54 60 66 72 1 

102 19fO 114 120 126 132 150





58,70,FIGLRa 17: CONTENTS OF 




































52,10ob 12 18 
102 108 114 120 126 

1
24 30 36 42 4a 54 60 o6 72 

132 138 144 150 156 162 

5h50,FIbUR 18: CONTENTS OF MOM AS A FUNCTIUN OF TIMI 




















































































































- STATEiE\T 2o,,CECNTENTS 1,8 
6 STATEMENT 30, , (m-oIS) 1 49 
26 STATEMENT 52,106,6 12 IS 24' 30 36 42 48 !4 60 66 72 1 1950 
7a 84 90 96 102 lOL 114 120 126 132 136 144 159 156 162 iql 
5 STATEIENT 56, 7,IUA 191 CONTENTS OF GENERAL PURPOSL' CfMPUTER1 1-,2 









































18 24 30 36 42 46. 54 60 66 72 1 ibJ3 
126 132 138 144 150 156 162 19 4 
54,12,TIME (HOURS) 1 5
 
8,7),FIUYE 40: CONTENTS OF GENERAL PURPCSE COMPUTEKi 19o6
 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0 i1 7,oI 0 18281 
. 71 0 18622b 7bl761 1) 07 5 90 15228 7*2 0 Itl251 792 0 18231 
'7 0 7.,!0 774 0 790 b






















































B01 ia3 811 1'823 82 83' . 021 IB2b 
712 0 77C381t 1 3 1 873 O 0 . i 1 312' 8 02 '7 F 1 C 01
1 



































































































































































eLOC K CURNENT 
.8b 


































9a 93 O 313 925 o 1580a 935 



















































































































































- 9L 0 




















1001 0 1i2 1011 0 0 1021 0 9443 1031 0 sB9t8 1041 0 39 






















































































































BLOCK CURRtNT TCTAL LL&CS CtAAENT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL BLOCK CURRtNT fOaAL 6LOCN CUKNENT TOTAL 
1051 0 7B3 101o 0 788 1071 0 0 1081 0 411 A,091 U 0 
1052 0 7S 10o2 0 1 1072 0 787 1082 0 0 IC92 u 271 
1053 0 7A8 1063 0 1 1073 0 787 1083 0 0 1093 0 271 
1054 0 718 10o4 0 1 1074 0 787 1034 0 271 1j9', 0 271 
1055 0 7t8 lOb5 0 787 1075 0 1058 1085 0 271 1ti95 0 271 
1056 0 7E8 lOot 0 0 1076 0 271 104 0 471 1096 0 1 
1057 0 7E 1067 0 0 1077 0 542 1087 0 0 1057 0 1 
1058 0 738 I08 0 0 1078 0 1053 1048 0 0 1(9s C 1 
1059 0 788 1069 0 0 1079 0 1058 1089 0 0 1099 0 1 
1060 0 C 1070 0 0 I060 0 271 1090 U 0 1100 0 I 
bLOCK CUR8aNT TCTAL bLOCK CUkRENT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL BLOCK LCimthNT TOTAL BLuCK CbUKENT TOTAL 
1101 0 1 1111 0 16601 11 1 0 16o00 1131 0 ecUO0 1141 0 a 
1102 0 1 1112 0 16601 1122 C 0 1132 0 >'oUU 1142 0 3 
1103 0 1 1113 0 16601 1123 0 0 1133 0 16600 j143 0 0 
1104 0 1 1114 0 16601 1124 0 0 1134 0 louQO 1144 0 0 
1105 0 1 i115 1 16601 1125 0 0 1135 0 16o0U 1145 0 0 
1106 0 1 iit 0 16600 11 6 0 0 1136 0 1600 1146 0 0 
1107 0 1 117 0 16O00 1127 0 0 1137 0 166 0 1147 0 0 
i08 0 1 111t 0 o6OO 1126 0 0 1138 U 16toO 1148 0 0 
1109 0 166CI 11!9 0 16600 1129 0 0 1139 0 i66 0 1149 0 16600 
1110 0 I66C1 1120 0 16600 1130 0 16600 1140 0 1ouOj 1150 U 16600 
BLOCK CURRENT TCTAL bLOCK CURRENT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL BLOCK CUthsk tT TOTAL BLUCh CUr.RENT TOTAL 
1151 0 1Ico 1161 0 0 1171 0 19 111 0. 16 $1 1191 0 2312Z 
1152 0 I060 1162 0 0 1172 0 16531 i182 0 3b346 1192 U 21765 
1153 0 1o600 1163 0 0 1173 0 1 1183 0 e3172 1193 0 21765 
1154 0 166C0 Io 0 0 1174 0 a 1184 0 46344 1194 0 1357 
1155 0 l6oCO 1105 0 0 1175 0 1 1135 0 36346 1195 0 1357 
1156 0 lu6bO 110o 0 0 1176 0 1 1186 0 38340 1196 0 1357 
1157 0 165CC 1167 0 0 1177 0 1 1187 0 23172 1197 0 1357 
1133 0 1c600 1168 0 16600 1178 0 1 1138 0 23172 1198 0 1357 
1159 0 166c0 1169 0 19 1179 0' 16581 1189 0 50 119$ 0 23172 
1160 0 0 1170 0 19 i180 c 16581 1190 0 50 1200 0 23172 
BLOCK CURRENT TLTsL LLUCK CbkRENT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOIAL vLUCK CUr,&ENT TOTAL 
1 01 0 23172 1211 0 219 1221 0 0 1231 0 419 1241 0 219 
1202 0 23172 1412 0 219 1222 0 219 1232 0 219 1242 0 0 
1203 0 219 1213 0 219 1223 0 219 133 0 0 1 43 0 0 
1204 0 219 1214 0 0 1 24 0 219 1234 0 0 1244 0 0 
1205 0 219 1215 0 0 1225 0 219 1235 0 0 1245 0 0 
1206 0 219 1 I 0 0 1426 0 219 1236 0 0 124o 0 0 
1207 .0 215 1217 0 0 1227 0 419 1237 0 0 1247 0 0 
1208 0 219 1i8 0 0 1228 0 219 12 8 0 0 1"248 0 0 
120 0 219 1219 0 0 1229 0 219 1239 0 0 1249 0 0 
1210 0 219 1220 0 0 1230 0 219 1240 0 0 1450 0 0 
BLuCK CURRENT TOTAL cLOCK LURRENT - TOTAL BLOCK CURRENT TOTAL bLOCK CUKREhT TUTAL 6LUCh CU.RENT TOTAL 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1543 0 0 
1544 0 220 
1,4S 0 0 
1546 0 0 
1547 0 0 
1548 0 0 
15 5 c 0 
15 0 
BLuCK CU.KE.T TOTAL 
1591 

































SEILI Nb rRELPIG 
6 
50 204 69.422 .842 
a 5T0KA4ES 
-AVERAGE UTILIZATI O 0u Ni - CsKK ENT MAXIMMAVAIL. UVAVAIL. CURtI p NT4RttE ElTglz$ AVERAGE TJTALST 4RA$ CAACITY STAT b AVAILAILIlY CbhTtTd CONILNTSTCilI TE I00.. i 3o 498 o 
3sl 50 .000 .000 
C l,TttCE/PAIIuE IESE EIO f T m 
100.0 4966RAUEX 360CC .OCO 
28B " oaIdEXP 3SCCO . 0O 10483OOO, .00o .000 1UG. 0 

CPUEX 2bL 264.3.3 4648 495.159 
 .187 
on  100.0 77Dz brREC 36CC0C 5877.7E9 Z0391390 S.l6 .000 
ILO .IIVwEC 36CC00¢' 04. 3b 520578 6.75$ .000 
5o13 4 5  IGO.0 7zniiI.000 .000FMSLG 3uCCO .000 72 
N,1A 6512 100.0.PA1 13121 .000 ,000 00.0 77905 KUSIG 1oOCCO *)CO 14159499 .000 . COD 36 9864
100.0 

RAUSU 360C0 .Oco 15602400 .uOU .000 
!CSd 360C0 .0CC 10Cbi40 14.000 .000 100.u 2ad
 I00.0 

SU Z 2e4.370 10T06 437.974 .987
CP 1OG.O 72 144 
.UuO 353o772 .000 .000SDMUL 3bCCo 
.000
GPCI) 36CCC .000 3836340 .000 72100.0
.000

.000 1326436 .000UICom i152 
LnI 
16 
ZEKC PERCENT AVERAGE $AVtKA(E TAiLE CURkET
CJEUE MAXI U VERAG TOTAL 

TMnE/T AN5 I.Ud E CUNT tT5CwNT5NTS CdN TTS NTKIES ENTRIES ZEKus /IIE/TR AN 
I .300 72252 72252 100.0 .000 .000 
1 .060 76J94 76094 100.0 .000 .000
 





4 USER CHAINS 
TGTAL AVcRAGE CURR T AVERAGOE AxI MUNUSER CHAIN 
 CufT kiTS
lT I S TI.ITRANS CUNTeNTS COITtNTS 










- CONTEWTS M(rGEK - tUNIt4T$ NUM8ER -CONTENTS NUHtBER - CONTENTS hMUM~t - COhTENTS IUhtk - LNTETS 
1 1l,952 4 861945 13 11-17936 1b 1498159 20 44 21 11 
5 11 49 16819 50 16689 101 10824 .5 23 	 5 
15 1.7 15102 900 103' 15 104 	 15 105 15 Itt 
54 111 15 i1 15 113 43.105 54 109 15 110 	 54 117 15 118 15 149 54114 15 115 15 	 116 

15 124 15 1c5 	 36
120 15 !21 108 122 15 123 
126 36 I47 36 131 72 132 72 133 7a 1 4 72 
135 72 i36 72 '137 72 138 72 13c 15 140 72 
15 1L5 72 146 541'l 7! i.2 72 143 72 144 
147 72 148 72 149 72 150 72 151 7e 152 72 
153 7 154 72 153 72 156 72 157 72 101 288 
162 285 1u3 288 1o4 208 1o5 88 166 286 lo7 288 
288 172 2$a IIs 288280 169 238 170 238 171 
236 178 28a 179 288 
168 

174 a8s 175 2$8 	 176 2B8 177 
id2 288 163 88 164 28b 1.s 288Ia0 283 !81 288 
136 2d8 d7 2B8 	 25 810 453 13 !5. 13 '55 13 
256 :3 57 13 258 49 259 13 260 49 Zv1 13 
a2 13 2o3 389 2o4 13 265 13 ob 49 267 49 
265 13 269 ,49 270 13 271 13 272 13 e7 13 
49 281 I0 282 1800
274, 13 275 49 276 49 277 
664 285 864 246 864 287 6t4 285 108233 et4 284 
2a9 Ica 290 108 291 864 292 864 293 864 e94 108 
295 S64 2 b 108 297, 1800 298 8o4 299 106 3G0 864 
302 8*4 303 864 304 364 305 56 306 36 
307 3e 311 72 312 1800 313 864 314 6tS 15 864 
72 321 864 
301 103 
316 d64 317 $64 310 	 72 319 72 320 
324 72 325 864 32b 	 72 327 1800
322 8c4 323 864 
328 864 329 ' 72 350 864 331 72 332 864 3,3 864 
334 St4 335 72 336 72 337 72 341 265 342 288 
343 288 344 288 345 288 346 288 347 280 348 288 
349 26 350 ' 88 351 288 352 288 553 2b8 354 288 
355 286 356 288 357 288 358 288 3)9 280 300 288 
3bl 288 362 288 	 363 288 364 Z88 3t5 2a8 $ 6 288
 
373 810 374 810 375 13 376 13
367 288 372 810 
377 11 378 49 379 49 380 13 381 13 382 13 
13 388 13
'13a3 389 38S4 13 385 	 13 38t 3E7 
339 13 39C 13 391 13 392 13 393, 1. 394 1,3 
395 49 396 ,49 397 49 402 36 40 ,72 410 49 
412 49 414 35 415 72 417 	 72 418 72 419 72
 
72 465 72 466 72
461 72 462 72 463 72 464 
4o7 72 '.b8 Z2 469 72 470 72 471 7k 472 72 
473 72 474 72 475 72 474 7 477 72 478 72 
479 72 480 72 481 72 48Z .72 485 72 484 72 
485 72 4Jb ?2 487 72 491 72 4 4 72 495 72 
494 72 495 7 496, 72 497 72. 4 72 72'98 	 4v9 
5t5 72500 72 501 72 502 72 503 .72 504 72 
506 72 507 72 508 72 -509. 72 510 74 511 72 
517 72512 72 513 72 51' 72 515 72 >10 7e 
521 72 522 72 523 72 524 72 525 72 326 72 
527 ,7? 328 72 5z9 72 530 72 53V 	 72 532 72 
537 72 53b 72533 72 53L 72 555 72 5o 72 
539 72 54C 72 541 72 542 72 543 72 544 72 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SOW /COLUMN 271 272 273 274 275 276 477 78 c79 280 












































3 13 12 13 13 13 12 12 13 13 13 
'I OA /COLUMN 251 92 293 294 295 29* 297 49d 299 300 














































3 12 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 



































































Ruh/COLUIM 331 332 333 334 335 33o 337 333 339 340 
1 16792 16794 16819 10655 16945 16980 17105 17114 17249 17287 
2 230 340 260 360 330 230 330 340 - 310 350 
3 12 12 13 13 13 12 13 13 13 13 
klw/CLUUMN 341 342 343 344 345 346 347 348 349 350 
l1117201 174.2 17445' 17447 17503 17512 17515 1751t 17580 
320230 450 320350 3401230 340 2'03 0 13 1312 112 1313 123 

RO/CJLUN 351 352 353
 
!dO6b
1 17553 7753 
2 330 130 310 13 12 
00 
Ln 
FULLqjRD MATRIX 4 
ROk/COLUMN 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
10 
1 95 5 90 10 9B 10 95 0 
0 90 
KU /COLUMNi 11 12 13 14 15 16 ad 19 
20 
1 50 75 50 72 72' 72 3o 
36 10 
ROI/COLUMN 21 22 23 











CT Fv2,iL~; Z ---- *4 	 USE - -
D. P. ASSOCIATES, INC. 	 * 3 
SHUTTLE MISSION 18 DATA SYSTEM_ _ _ 	 5
 
4 MODULE 1: CREATION OF DATA ENTRIES 	 T7, 
SIMULATE 11
 
' TN-IT AC CARD- TyREQUIRED 'FDR-EACH-DArA-ETqTYT --TATtX4l--Mr-ItlZ 12
 
* 	 CONTAIN THE FOLLOWING DATA ELEMENTS: 13 
- MXI(i,J} THE TIME FROM LAUNCH OF DATA*ENTRY J: .. 14 .... . .. ... .... 
MXI(2,J) EXPERIPENT NUMSER I.D. OF DATA ENTRY J. 15 
17 "HATRIX X,3,929 ­ -16.
 
$XI(3,J) 
INITIAL- MXI(I,I,731/M XI(2,1IrC71Mxro*'II,r2 -
INITIAL MXll1,21,769/MAXI(iZtICT/MXI(3,2),14 19 
IITIAL - MXIl,.31.786P1X142,3). 44/RX 3,3),114- - 2C 
INITIAL MXI(1,4)8,O/MXI(2,41,IC7/MXI(3,4)#7 21 
INITIAL" MXI,5J ,641/M XI42,5) IC7MX 3, 5),10 -... 




INITIAL MXI(l.,6g&/SMXI( ,61,7/MXI(3,6)1.13 23 
INITIA1 $iXI11is7)1,94C/AXI(2, 71,441?lX 113,7) ,2?O- 24 
.. .. INITIAL MXI(1,),967/MXI{2,8),1 7/XI(3,8)..4 25 
INITIAL MXI(1.9),9O7/M4XI2,9O,10T7/MXI( 3,9O13 7 26 
-. INITIAL , MXI1I,I),IOO,/MXI(2,lO)vIO7fMXI(3,11,l" 
INITIAL MXI(I,12),IIC-1/NXI(2,12),44/MXII3,1,LI 29
 
INITIAL MX1 1,13), IIEbtXII2,131,107/MXI (313$rl13 30
 
INITIAL MX1(1,141,I181/MXI(2,14 ,1O,7/MXI(3,14)JI3 31
 
INITIAL MXlI(,161,1298/MXI2,I6),107/MXIt3,16).13 	 33
 
INITIAL -- MXI,17),1342/MXI(2,17)*,07/MX13,17).8 34 . . 
INITIAL MXlIl,1OloSOO/IxlI(2,18),7/MXI(3,18b),22 35 




------ ... MXI(1,2I I877/NX1IZI,I /MXi(31 1),88--------------------------------------"38 .................
 
INITI-AL MXI(1,22),18'T9/MXI(2,22),7/HX1(3,22),84 	 39
 
INITIAL . XII,231,1956/MXI(2,23),5/MXI(3,23),12' 
-40 
INITIAL MX(1,24),1970/NXI(224),12/MXI(3,24)30 41 
INITIAL- MXICI,25),1972/14xI2,25),7MXI(3,25),16 
INITIAL - MX1(I,261,1990/MXII2,26),7/MXI{3.26),7 43 
INITIA 1,Z}1993/ X I(51M 1(3)27 -44"	 4...MX 
INITIAL MXI(1,28}12034/MXIt2,28),5/MXI3,2t),12 	 45
 
INITIALM- MX111,29),20391MXlf229),4/MXI(329),3' 	 46
 




INITIAL MXI(1,321,205b/MX(2,321,5/MXI(3 321,13 49 
INITIAL MXIII,331,ZC59/?XI12,33).I/MXI (3,33),57 	 "-" 50
 
INITIAL HXI(1,341,21164MX142,34),5/MXI3,34) 13 	 51
 
INITIAL - MX1{l,35|,ZIZC/MXI(2,35),7/MXI 3,353,9 ... ....... .. ... .. 52 .
 
INITIAL fXI{I,36,2134IHX1(2,36I,7/MXI(336),9 53 
114TAL-iX1(1,37) 2145/MXItZ,37),7TMK l 3.371 ,14 - 54 
INITIAL XI(I.38),2153/MXIZ,2331,5/MXI 3,38t,19 ss 
INITI AL MX1{1,894),I4667/KXI(2,894),S/MXI(3,894).13 911 
TNITr'AL--HXI'1i] 895)',-1*6-71/MXI{'2Ti895- T TJfMX-(_3789_5, 12 V17 
INITIAL MXI(1,896),I4675/F.Xl(2,896),4/MX1(3,895),2 913 
. .... .. .. INITIAL "- X l 1I, 97),14677/P.XI12,897) 7/MXI( 3,897) 2 914 . .. .. . .. ... . . ..
.. 

I N IT IAL PXIII,8931 14690/MX1(2t898) 7/MX1(3,898),Il 915
 
INI TIAL MXII{I ,899) 916 . . .. . .
... ..... ..  14702/MXI(2,899) 7/MX113,899]) 1 .. .. .. .. .
 
INITIAL HX II,9 O),14705/MXI(2,900),IO7/MXI(3,93O),12 917
 
1I1 TI AL.....H l 1,9011 147 11/MXI (2,t OI I 7/MXI( 3 901)}t39 -- -- 918,
 
INITI AL MX 111,902) 14744/MXI(2,902) 107/14XI(3,902),12 919
 




...INITIAL "' XI(1,g05I 7/ X I , 0 ) IO / X I ~ C I I . .. . . . . . . .....-- -.. .. . ..9Z4 .. .
 
INI TI AL MX1II9g6) 147 79/MX1(12 906 1 5/MXI(3,906),13 923 
"INITIAL -- MXI II ,907) 148f.C/MX142,907) 5/MX1(3.907),23 -924 -
INITIAL MXI'(1,90B),14809/MX1(2,908),1OT/MXI(3,90,8),I3 925 
----- . . . I..... .... . . . .. .. & .. .N ITIAL' MXI( 1,909) 14816/MX1(2,909) t44/MX1(3,909),5 - . . . .. . 92b 
INITIAL MXI(I,91C),14830/MX1(2,910),E/MXI{3t9l0I 13 927 




XI (I,913) 14847/MXI(2,913) 5/MXI(3,913),13 - 0 , 930--
INITIAL MXI( 1,914) 14dbl/MX1(2,914),107/MXI(3,9141,13 .. 931 
INITIAL ?4XlI(1915) 14890/MX1{2,915) 5/ MX 113915) 13 932 
.... ... .. INITIAL - MXI(1,917),14911/MX1(2,917}), O/MX(3, 91 )1 5 - 933 . . .. ... . . . .. 
INITIAL MXi(1,918) 14911/KXI(2,917) #107/MXI(3,917)rI5 --- 934
 




. I......N IT IAL" MX II I ,92 0),14968/MX1(2,920) 44/MXl(3t920),71 937
 
0INITIAL" HXIII,9221 1471/MXI(2,921)5/MK1(3,921loIl 938
 
I .... ..... INI TIAL " MXI(I,923),15117/MXI(2,923),5/MXI(3,923),13 Ei940 . . . .. . . . .. .. .
. 











• INITIAL-- HXI(I,929) 15269/MXI(2,92g),5/MXI(3,929] 13- - 946 . . . .. . . . . . .. 
o 947 
-I I N1GENERATE--O ,,,I,'25PF--' -CREATE 'WORKER-TRAN'XCl u '948 
2 ASSIGN 121IPF NUMBER FIRST DATA ENTRY 949 
"3.. . . . . TRANSFER - EXPI . . .. .. . A A E T I ' 950 . .. .... . . . . .. . .. . 
4EXP ASSIGN 12 ,IP F NUMBER DAAETIS951 
5ADVANCE " Vl ..........-DELAY INTERARRIVAL'TIME" 952 " 
6 EXP1 ASSIGN I,MXIII,PI21,PF RECORD TIME FROM LAUNCH 953 
-7ASSIG.N--2,MXII2;PI"2);PF----- RECORD EXPERIMENT"NJ14BEK "954 _ 
a ASSIGN -4,MXII3,Pl2),PF RECORD DATA ENTRY DURATION 955 
"9~ ~ PIT[ --- 'JObTAl"- CREATE JOBTAPE RECORD" 956 .. . . .. ... . . . . 
ie TEST E PI2,929,EXP 957 
_lT TERMI NATE --1 I. . . ... . .. . . . . . 95a . . . . . .. . .. .. 
CLEAR mX1 959 
1 VARtI ABL E-- NXI(I ',I"2),-MXr'(I-V21 - COMPUTE--fNYERAR RIVAL-Tr*Mt 960­
2 VARIABLE PI2-1 961' 








Definitions of Output for STORAGES
 
STORAGE: 	 Storage block name or number.
 




AVERAGE CONTENTS: 	 Computed by accumulating the number of time units spent
 
in the storage for 	each entry made into it and dividing
 
by the length of the simulation.
 




AVERAGE TIIE/UNXT: 	Calculated by accumulating the number of time units
 
spent in the storaga for all entries made into it and
 
dividing by the total entries.
 
TOTAL TIME: 	 Computed by accumulating the number of time units spent
 
in the storage for 	all entries made into it and dividing
 








(Length of the simulation)
 
CURRENT CONTENTS: 	 Number of units in the storage when the printout occurred.
 
MAXIMUM CONTENTS: 	 Maximum number of units which were in the storage at any
 
point during the simulation.
 
-141­
